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ABSTRACT 

 

In group therapy, participant engagement is integral for achieving effective and 

meaningful clinical interactions. Engagement is defined as a collaborative process by 

which social interactions are initiated, maintained, or terminated. Although engagement 

is vital to group therapy, it has remained largely unstudied. Using one videotaped small 

group interaction involving persons with primary progressive aphasia, the researcher 

described and analyzed verbal and non-verbal resources impacting engagement and 

examined conversational actions leading to disengagement and engagement. Data were 

analyzed using content analysis and principles of conversational analysis. Results found 

that non-verbal behaviors indicative of engagement included eye gaze, body orientation, 

laughter, and expressive tones. Verbal behaviors indicative of engagement included 

latches, overlapping utterances, and repetition of words and phrases. Conversational 

actions resulting in disengagement included a lack of a clear primary speaker, 

unsupportive/unhelpful responses, and a greater focus on one member within the group. 

In contrast, conversational actions resulting in engagement included clinician-appointed 

turns, participant affirmation, and member support. Findings for the study yielded clinical 

applications for the promotion of engagement during small group interactions involving 

persons with primary progressive aphasia and the review of videotaped treatment for 

clinical education.   
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1. INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

What would happen if a neurotypical adult begins to notice problems finding 

words while speaking, pronouncing words while reading, or understanding words when 

listening? Challenges in these areas are alarming and unnerving to anyone, but for the 

person who eventually learns that the diagnosis is primary progressive aphasia (PPA), 

these challenges are an unfortunate reality. One of the most important tasks for 

individuals who want to help and support persons with PPA (PPPA) is to provide 

opportunities for them to interact with others who are experiencing similar challenges and 

to determine which techniques are most beneficial in terms of supporting and facilitating 

social interaction for as long as possible. In this chapter, this research project will attempt 

to answer crucial questions regarding small group communication for PPPA. The 

researcher will define PPA, contrast PPA with stroke-induced aphasia, provide a review 

of the literature regarding frameworks and treatments regarding group therapy dynamics 

and efficacy, and conclude with research questions.  

Primary Progressive Aphasia (PPA) Defined 

 

PPA is a type of dementia caused by neurodegenerative atrophy in the areas of the 

brain responsible for language (Khayum, Wieneke, Rogalski, Robinson, & O’Hara, 

2012). PPA is a clinical dementia syndrome under the umbrella term “frontotemporal 

dementia” (FTD) (Kortte & Rogalski, 2013). PPA is characterized by progressive 

declines in language function, but relatively spared cognition. Depending on the area of 

the brain affected, PPA can manifest in several different ways (Krajenbrink, Croot, 
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Taylor-Rubin & Nickels, 2018; Mesulam, 2003). While symptoms range from difficulty 

naming objects to a decline in word comprehension, the most common symptom is 

anomia (i.e., word-finding deficits) (Mesulam, 2003). Many people with PPA primarily 

have anomia but may also experience agrammatism or semantic language impairments. 

Subtypes of Primary Progressive Aphasia  

 

There are three recognized subtypes or variants of PPA: non-fluent/agrammatic 

(nfvPPA), semantic (svPPA), and logopenic (lvPPA) (Gorno-Tempini et al., 2011; Henry 

& Grasso, 2018; Khayum et al., 2012; Krajenbrink et al., 2018). In nfvPPA, language is 

marked by agrammatic production, labored speech, and impaired comprehension of 

complex sentences. People with nfvPPA often incorrectly use word endings, prepositions, 

nouns, and verb tenses when speaking. Agrammatism and effortful speech are core 

criteria, and at least one of these symptoms must be observed.  

In contrast, svPPA is characterized by severe object anomia, impaired single-word 

comprehension, and relatively spared speech production (Gorno-Tempini et al., 2011; 

Henry & Grasso, 2018). People with early to middle stage svPPA are initially unable to 

understand single words and then slowly become unable to comprehend conversational 

speech. Across clinical settings, svPPA is consistently the most defined variant of PPA.  

Both anomia and comprehension deficits are essential criteria.  

Similarly, lvPPA is characterized by word-finding deficits, but it is differentiated 

by impaired repetition at the sentence and phrase level and a relative sparing of single 

word comprehension (Gorno-Tempini et al., 2011; Henry & Grasso, 2018). It is the most 

recently identified variant (Gorno-Tempini et al., 2011). People with lvPPA may 
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demonstrate fluent speech in conversation, but they become less fluent upon further 

questioning. As symptoms worsen across time with PPA, the boundaries dividing the 

variants become less clear, so subtyping in later stages is troublesome. 

Diagnosing PPA 

 

Due to PPA’s reputation as a rare form of dementia, physicians, speech-language 

pathologists (SLPs), and other medical professionals are often unfamiliar with its 

symptoms, treatment, and management (Taylor, Kingma, Croot, & Nickels, 2009; 

Volkmer, Spector, Warren & Beeke, 2018). Furthermore, PPA tends to emerge earlier in 

life than other forms of dementia, and because of this, most physicians fail to suspect a 

neurodegenerative disease, often attributing symptoms to anxiety, depression, or a “mid-

life crisis” (Mordhardt, 2011; Modirrousta, Price & Dickerson, 2013; Weintraub & 

Morhardt, 2005). It is typical for a PPPA to receive several evaluations and misdiagnoses 

(Weintraub & Morhardt, 2005). Much to the frustration of PPPA and their family 

members, it is not uncommon to visit multiple healthcare providers before finding a 

medical professional who provides the correct diagnosis. However, because of recent 

advancements in diagnostic efficiency, PPA is being diagnosed more frequently and with 

greater accuracy (Henry et al., 2018; Henry & Grasso, 2018). 

Mesulam (2003) found that standardized neuropsychological tests may provide 

insight for reaching an early diagnosis, but because most of these tests are dependent on 

verbal instructions and verbal responses, results may be skewed due to speech and 

language impairments experienced by PPPA. Additionally, standardized aphasia 

assessments such as the Western Aphasia Battery-Revised (WAB-R) (Kertesz, 2006) and 
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the Boston Diagnostic Aphasia Examination (BDAE) (Goodglass, Kaplan, Barresi, 

Weintraub & Segal, 2001) can help gauge the overall language abilities of PPPA (Battista 

et al., 2017; Henry & Grasso, 2018; Kertesz, Jesso, Harciarek, Blair & McMonagle, 

2010). The WAB-R was even found to be useful in subtyping PPA (Henry & Grasso, 

2018). However, while aphasia batteries may provide supplementary insight, these 

assessments are not suited to recognize subtle impairments evident in the early stages of 

PPA (Battista et al., 2017; Henry & Grasso, 2018). 

A systematic review conducted by Battista et al. (2017) examined the efficacy of 

nine assessments in diagnosing, subtyping, and measuring the severity of PPA. 

Assessments included adapted neuropsychological tests, adapted vascular aphasia 

batteries, and specifically developed measures.  Researchers found that a shortened form 

of the Pyramids and Palm Trees Test (PPT) (Breining et al., 2014), the Repeat and Point 

Test (Hodges, Martinos, Woollams, Patterson & Adlam, 2008), and the Sydney Language 

Battery (Savage, Hsieh, Leslie, Foxe, Piguet & Hodges, 2013) yielded the best outcomes. 

All three studies had sensitivity ranging from 60% to 80% and specificity ranging from 

80% to 90%. While these assessments may be beneficial to providing supplementary 

information, there is no developed diagnostic test for PPA (Taylor et al., 2009). To date, 

widely accepted measures used for clinical practice are limited.  

Current consensus for diagnosis of PPA is a two-step process (Henry & Grasso, 

2018). First, symptoms are cross-referenced against a set of criteria. Criteria include an 

insidious onset, gradual but progressive disturbances in language for a minimum of 2 

years, preservation of other mental faculties, difficulties in activities of daily living due to 
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language impairments, and the exclusion of a diagnosis of aphasia due to stroke, tumor, 

or head trauma (Henry & Grasso, 2018; Mesulam, 2003). The second stage of the process 

involves classifying the PPA into the appropriate subtype/variant. While not all 

individuals with PPA can be categorized as having a specific PPA subtype, the 

determination of the appropriate variant is important for creating an accurate clinical 

picture. For instance, while there is only a probable correlation between subtypes and 

underlying pathology, svPPA and nfvPPA are most commonly associated with the 

frontotemporal degeneration spectrum of pathologies, and lvPPA is associated with 

Alzheimer’s pathology (Henry & Grasso, 2018). 

PPA vs. Stroke-Induced Aphasia 

 

 To better understand PPA, it is necessary to differentiate it from stroke-induced 

aphasia. In stroke-induced aphasia, damage to the brain is caused by a lack of blood 

supply to an area of the brain responsible for language function; in PPA, damage is 

caused by destroyed nerve cells and a rapid increase in glial cells (Weintraub & 

Mordhardt, 2005). Furthermore, in stroke-induced aphasia, damage is localized and 

occurs suddenly, but in PPA damage is more diffuse and occurs gradually over time. 

 The most significant difference between PPA and stroke-induced aphasia is the 

prognosis. People with stroke-induced aphasia typically experience language 

improvements over time. Studies have found that language in people with aphasia can 

continue to improve years after the initial onset (Holland, 2008; Simmons-Mackie, 2018). 

In contrast, PPA is characterized by slowly worsening symptoms. Although symptoms 

have been found to remain limited to language for as long as 10-14 years, the disorder is 
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degenerative (Mesulam, 2003). In advanced stages of PPA, a global decline in all areas of 

language occurs, memory is prominently impaired, and a notable loss of inhibition 

emerges.  

 While there is a large body of literature for treatment involving persons with 

stroke-induced aphasia (PWA), there remains a limited amount of research regarding the 

efficacy of treatment options for individuals with PPA (Croot, Nickels, Laurence & 

Manning, 2009; Henry et al., 2018). In the field of speech-language pathology, there is a 

common misconception that there is no role for SLPs in the treatment of PPA due to the 

progressive nature of the disease. However, research to date indicates that speech-

language therapy, particularly in the early stages of the disease, may maximize and 

extend communication ability (Khayum et al., 2012; Kortte & Rogalski, 2013). 

Speech-Language Treatment for PPPA  

 

 Although there is limited research on specific language treatment for PPPA, there 

is a growing body of literature suggesting persons in the early stages of PPA may 

experience language improvements in response to traditional speech-language therapy 

(Khayum et al., 2012). In a pretest-posttest study conducted by Henry et al. (2018), 

researchers found both immediate and long-term benefits using video-implemented script 

training for aphasia (VISTA) (Bilda, 2011) for PPPA. A total of 10 participants with 

mild-moderate nfvPPA were provided treatment using VISTA targeting articulatory and 

grammatical aspects of script production, as well as conversational use of a script. 

Participants selected six script topics and then collaborated with the clinician to generate 

the scripts. Four scripts were randomly chosen for training, while the remaining two 
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scripts were left untrained. A video plus audio clip demonstrating a speaker (mouth only) 

reading the script was provided to assist the participants in practicing at home. 

Participants were instructed to practice their scripts in unison with the video. Permutation 

tests for paired data found significant improvements in untrained script topics (t = -1.03, 

p = 0.012) and a significant reduction in grammatical errors for trained scripts only (t = 

2.10, p = 0.002) post-treatment. Additionally, pre-treatment performance was compared 

at 3 months, 6 months, and 1-year post-treatment. Percent intelligibility remained 

significantly greater at 3-month (trained scripts t = -2.09, p = 0.006; untrained scripts t = -

2.12, p = 0.002) and 6-month (trained scripts t = -1.92, p = 0.002; untrained scripts t = -

1.88, p = 0.012) follow-ups.  

 Overall, because the features of PPA and stroke-induced aphasia are similar, 

treatment can involve the same clinical, practical, and psychological concepts (Croot et 

al., 2009). However, when treating PPPA, it is imperative to understand that goals must 

change as the nature of the condition progresses. Furthermore, traditional restorative 

strategies used to treat language in persons with stroke-induced aphasia have not been 

found to be as effective in treating PPA (Khayum et al., 2012). Rather, research has 

found that compensatory approaches are more effective and help increase functional 

communication. 

 In a systematic review, Croot et al. (2009) compared and contrasted impairment- 

based and participation-based approaches for PPPA. After reviewing 25 studies 

examining impairment-based interventions and participation-based interventions, 

researchers found that while participants in impairment-based treatment conditions 

demonstrated improvement, participation-based interventions had a greater impact on 
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functional communication. Additionally, researchers found that tailoring therapy to meet 

specific needs contributed to the effectiveness of the intervention, regardless of the type 

of intervention.  

Support groups and group therapy are valuable for persons’ overall care plans and 

help connect people who share similar experiences. In a study conducted by Jokel et al. 

(2017), the effects of group intervention for PPPA were examined. A total of 10 PPPA 

and their spouses were separated into a treatment group and a control group. Participants 

in the treatment group were provided with bi-weekly group therapy for 10 weeks 

targeting language, communication strategies, and client education. Additionally, the 

spouses of the individuals in the treatment group were placed in a caregivers’ group. 

Participants and their spouses in the control group received no treatment but were 

instructed to complete questionnaires before and after the 10-week program. The 

following outcome measures were compared pre- and post-treatment: ASHA-Quality of 

Communication Life Scale (Paul, Frattali, Holland, Thompson & Caperton, 2004), 

spousal questionnaire, use of communication strategies, and qualitative feedback from the 

treatment group. Results found that participants in the treatment group demonstrated 

improvements in quality of life and coping skills. Comparison of the pre- and post- 

intervention scores suggested positive changes in the active treatment group in terms of 

quality of communication (W = 0, Z = −2.0226, p < 0.05, r= 0.64) at the end of the 10-

week program. In addition, qualitative information provided by PPPA and their spouses 

found group therapy to be a valuable resource for learning about the nature of PPA and 

management of stress and depression. Unfortunately, while therapeutic groups have been 

found to be beneficial, they remain largely unavailable for PPPA (Jokel et al., 2017; 
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Kortte & Rogalski, 2013; Taylor et al., 2009). Furthermore, already established group 

intervention for persons with stroke-induced aphasia and persons with dementia do not 

fully meet the needs of PPPA (Taylor et al., 2009). 

Frameworks in Treatment 

 

Impairment-Based Model 

 

 The traditional approach to speech-language treatment is an impairment-based 

model, in which the clinician implements techniques to remediate speech and language 

deficits (Damico et al., 2015; Elman, 2007; Simmons-Mackie, Elman, Holland & 

Damico, 2007; Simmons-Mackie, 2008).  The clinician is responsible for planning and 

administering tasks that target the client’s areas of weakness, resulting in tightly 

structured sessions. In this model of behavioral therapy, the focus is to correct speech and 

language deficits in a controlled environment. Proponents of this model argue that once 

deficits are corrected, these skills will generalize to environments beyond the formal 

speech-language treatment sessions.  

 Impairment-based treatment is typically implemented in an individual setting 

(Hoover, Caplan, Waters & Budson, 2015). Treatment typically involves the clinician 

and the client engaging in a didactic form of interaction (Hoover et al., 2015; Simmons-

Mackie et al., 2007). The clinician administers tasks meant to specifically target the area 

of deficit and provides direct feedback regarding the client’s performance (e.g., “that’s 

right,” “good”). Tasks are carefully planned and administered by the clinician, resulting 

in limited opportunities for natural conversation (Simmons-Mackie et al., 2007).  
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 Research has found impairment-based treatment to be effective for treating 

anomia difficulties. One study conducted by Best, Greenwood, Grassly, and Hicken 

(2008) examined the effects of impairment-based strategies on anomia using a within-

subjects experimental design. Eight people with chronic aphasia participated in two 

versions of therapy trialing different impairment-based strategies. In the first phase of 

therapy, spoken and written cues were provided by the clinician to aid with word-

retrieval. In contrast, the second phase of therapy targeted words in connected speech. 

Results showed improvement across all participants. There was a significant change in 

performance from pre-treatment to post-treatment (p < 0.025). Additionally, participants 

reported increased life involvement in activities requiring communication. 

 Another study conducted by Corwin, Wells, Koul, and Dembowski (2014) 

examined impairment-based treatment for anomia in PWA. In the study, six participants 

with chronic aphasia used eight Parrot Software programs during a 32-hour treatment 

protocol lasting 4 weeks to treat word-finding and improve generalization. Following 

treatment, researchers found a statistically significant improvement (p < .05) in 

confrontation naming for non-trained words. Furthermore, message informativeness 

during verbal discourse increased in four of the six participants. 

 A study conducted by Hoover et al. (2015) found impairment-based therapy 

outcomes to be similar to participation-based therapy outcomes in verb treatment for 

PWA. Using a within-subject experimental design, researchers examined the effects of 

impairment-based and participant-based treatment on verb production. Verb treatment 

was delivered to 12 participants with aphasia of varying levels of severity. Each 

participant was 6 months post-onset of stroke. Participants were randomly assigned to 
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three treatment conditions: individual, group, and combined. Each treatment condition 

targeted a different list of verbs. The impairment-based group condition used a modified 

version of Verb Network and Strengthening Treatment (VNeST) (Edmonds, Nadeau, & 

Kiran, 2009). The individual impairment-based condition also used a modified version of 

VNeST. The socially-oriented group condition used items from the verb list as topics for 

conversational therapy. Data were collected 1 month before treatment, immediately 

before the start of treatment, immediately after treatment, and at 1-month post-treatment. 

Results found no significant effect for treatment type (p = .16), indicating that both 

treatments were equally effective. Additionally, after the treatment, participants in all 

treatment conditions reported a reduced negative impact of aphasia on quality of life. 

 As evidence for impairment-based treatment continues to build, it is important to 

consider that it may not be the appropriate treatment option for every patient. While 

impairment-based interventions are well-equipped to treat problems that can be 

remediated, they may be ill-suited to treat chronic conditions such as stroke-induced 

aphasia and PPA long term (Elman, 2007). In conditions in which a cure is unlikely, 

treatment focusing on rehabilitation of a specific deficit is inappropriate. Treatment 

focusing on functional communication is more fitting.  

Participation-Based Model 

 

 In contrast to an impairment-based model, participation-based models place 

greater emphasis on increasing and maintaining an individual’s life engagement. In a 

participation-based model, the goal is to reestablish and maintain the person’s ability to 

engage in desired life events (Croot et al., 2009; Simmons-Mackie et al., 2007). 
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Treatment and assessment are person-centered and emphasize input from the client and 

the family (Doig, Fleming, Corwell & Kuipers, 2009; Elman, 2007; Haley, Cunningham, 

Barry, & De Riesthal, 2019; Simmons-Mackie, 2008). Rehabilitation is viewed as a 

collaborative effort between the client and the clinician, thus creating an environment that 

encourages the client’s active participation. Goals are developed with the client and the 

family and are individualized to meet the needs of everyday life.   

 Participation-based models have received increased attention due to the health 

care community’s gradual shift away from impairment-based models (Leah, Cornwell, 

Fleming & Haines, 2010). The catalyst for this shift was the World Health Organization’s 

(WHO) proposal of the International Classification of Functioning, Disability, and Health 

(ICF) in 2001. In the WHO-ICF model, health is conceptualized in terms of body 

functioning, body structure, activities, participation, and contextual factors. This holistic 

approach of conceptualizing impairments has introduced the value of providing care 

targeted at preserving overall participation in society (Holland, 2008). As a result, 

treatments in speech-language pathology have begun to incorporate this perspective and 

assess and treat impairments holistically. In 2019, Haley et al. developed a four-step and 

four-pronged process (the FOURC model) based on the principles of the participation-

based model. The FOURC model implements four sequential steps to facilitate 

collaborative intervention between the clinician and PWA. In the FOURC model, 

communication goals are chosen based on: skills and abilities, intentional strategies, 

environmental supports, and motivation and confidence. Qualitive information provided 

from PWA is positive; however, research on the FOURC model remains limited.   
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Group Therapy 

 

Because PWA and their families began to acknowledge the chronic nature of 

aphasia, a new perspective on treatment emerged (Holland, 2008). Treatment goals have 

begun to shift away from management of aphasia to promotion of meaningful life 

engagement despite aphasia. As a result, group therapy has gained increasing popularity. 

Group therapy originated during World War II due to the limited number of SLPs 

available to meet the needs of the growing number of soldiers who survived traumatic 

brain injuries (TBI) (Elman, 2007; Simmons-Mackie et al., 2007). Unlike individual 

therapy, group therapy is socially oriented and aims to provide opportunities to initiate 

and engage in meaningful discourse. Client interactions are unscripted and mirror real-

life conversations. The clinician’s role shifts from an authoritative role to a facilitative 

role. The clinician provides guidance and assistance as necessary to support the flow of 

conversation. 

Research in group therapy has found increasing evidence of linguistic and 

psychosocial advantages of treatment administered in a group/social setting (Elman & 

Berstein Ellis, 1999; Elman, 2007; Jokel et al., 2017; Simmons-Mackie & Elman, 2010; 

Simmons-Mackie, 2008). Communication in a group setting promotes generalization of 

skills and fosters strong interpersonal bonds among the members. While group activities 

may vary across groups, the overarching purpose of reestablishing social networks and 

encouraging meaningful life participation remains the same (Holland, 2008). Natural 

conversation is a common feature of aphasia groups, but there are a range of activities. 

Popular activities in aphasia groups include Toastmaster clubs, computer classes, fitness 
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classes, and field trips.  Goals for these programs target decreasing social isolation and 

increasing life participation.  

Group Dynamic 

 

 From the participants’ perspectives, three relationships form the foundation of the 

group dynamic. These relationships include the members’ relationship to each other, each 

member’s relationship to the leader, and each members’s relationship to the group as a 

whole (Burlingame, McClendon & Alonso, 2011). The strength of the members’ 

relationship to each other is critical to the success of the group (Ferencik, 1992). Member 

interaction not only enhances the dynamic of the group but also strengthens its 

therapeutic effect. The collective sharing of all members creates a sense of unity and 

helps form the culture of the group. Furthermore, member interaction should approximate 

natural conversation as typical of normal discourse patterns (Simmons-Mackie et al., 

2007). 

Additionally, the leader has a profound effect on the success of the group (Adair- 

Ewing, 1999). Although the processes of the group are a result of all the relationships 

formed, the leader is the strongest determiner of the dynamic of the group. It is the 

leader’s role to establish the degree of trust necessary to create a cohesive unit. In the 

early stages of group development, the leader organizes the meeting structure, determines 

personal boundaries, and provides resources that contribute to cohesiveness. However, as 

the group evolves, the group becomes driven by interactions among group members 

rather than the influence exerted by the leader. Ideally, the role of leader is shared, but in 

group therapy, the SLP is likely the only member of the group aware of the degree of the 
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others’ communication impairments. Because of this, the role of the leader slightly 

changes in groups involving persons with communication limitations. Due to these 

communication limitations, the leader must structure the group to accommodate and 

potentially modify the rules of discourse to allow each member to maximally contribute.  

Conversational Flow 

 

 While research on the mechanics of language (i.e, single-word production in 

relation to semantic relationships and syntax accuracy in relation to sentence-level 

production) have dominated the literature, research on the communicative functions of 

language have been lacking (Armstrong & Ferguson, 2010). Although commonly 

perceived as a set of complicated syntactic formulas, the communicative functions of 

language simply refer to the way language is shaped to achieve social purposes. 

Considering this perspective, language cannot be suitably assessed without a social 

context (Simmons-Mackie, 2008). 

In realistic social contexts, conversation is the primary mode of socialization 

(Damico et al., 2015; Simmons-Mackie, 2008). On the surface, conversation is simply a 

face-to-face interaction between two or more people. However, organic conversation is 

an intricate mechanism comprised of a vast number of nuances (e.g., skill of the partners, 

knowledge of non-verbal behaviors). These skills contribute to successful and effective 

conversation. Furthermore, whether the conversation leads to a positive or negative 

experience is contingent upon the participants’ observation of the principles of 

conversation. The first principle pertains to the turn-taking aspect of conversation 

(Damico et al., 2015; Sacks, Schegloff & Jefferson, 1974). Discourse involves an 
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unrestricted exchange of ideas on a topic of mutual interest. Everyone included in the 

conversation is permitted to take a turn speaking; however, turn-taking is not an 

obligation. The second principle relates to the balance of conversational discourse. 

Conversation is primarily structured by the speaker, potentially causing unevenness in 

length of time per turn. While convention dictates that conversational partners alternate 

between the role of speaker and listener, this largely depends on the participants, topic, 

and purpose of the conversation (Damico et al., 2015; Sacks et al., 1974). The third 

principle involves determining the appropriate amount of time dedicated to one topic. 

Typically, conversation begins by sharing thoughts and ideas on a topic of mutual 

interest; however, the length of time spent discussing the topic before shifting to a 

different topic is dependent on a variety of contextual factors (e.g., the topic may be of 

more interest to one conversational partner than the other members of the group) 

(Damico et al., 2015).  

Using qualitative analysis, Taylor et al. (2014) investigated problems with 

conversational repair difficulties experienced by PPPA. Dyadic conversations between 

three PPPA and their partners and three control dyads were recorded. Topics of 

conversation were everyday activities personal and specific to the PPPA and their 

partners. Conversations were analyzed, and results revealed that PPPA were unable to 

identify or repair conversational breakdowns. As a result, the conversational partners of 

PPPA bore a greater burden in maintaining the flow of conversation. 

Unfortunately for individuals with communication impairments such as PPA and 

stroke-induced aphasia, navigating the complexities of a society dominated by 

conversational interaction proves to be exceedingly difficult (Elman, 2007; Simmons-
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Mackie, 2008).  Due to lost or reduced communication skills, connecting with other 

people becomes an elusive goal. Additionally, PWA and PPPA face extreme challenges 

with conveying information, producing social acts, and presenting themselves in daily 

life (Taylor et al., 2014). Furthermore, exposure to many social interactions is less 

important than the quality of the social interactions (Sather, Howe, Wolf Nelson & 

Lagerwey, 2017). Fortunately, more conversational elements of language have begun to 

be incorporated into treatment; however, few of these new treatment approaches 

implement genuine conversational contexts (Damico et al., 2015).  

Efficacy of Group Therapy 

 

 A growing body of literature has found strong evidence for the benefits of group 

therapy. Research has found that these benefits not only impact speech and language but 

may also positively impact other aspects of health and well-being (Elman, 2007). In a 

study conducted by Elman and Bernstein-Ellis (1999), researchers found group therapy to 

be efficacious for PWA.  Participants who received group therapy demonstrated 

significantly higher scores on linguistic and communicative measures than participants 

who did not receive treatment. A treatment effect was found based on overall scores from 

the WAB Aphasia Quotient [F(1, 19) = 7.43, p < .05] and the Communication Activities 

of Daily Living (CADL) (Holland, 1980) [F(1, 19) = 5.50, p < .05]. Furthermore, data 

collected 2 months post-treatment failed to find a significant decline in participants’ 

performance. WAB scores revealed a significant main effect for severity of aphasia [F(1, 

22) = 23.14, p < .0001]. 
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 Ross, Winslow, Marchant, and Brumfitt (2006) investigated the effect of group 

intervention on seven individuals with chronic aphasia. The Conversational Analysis 

Profile for People with Aphasia (CAPPA) (Whitworth, Perkins & Lesser, 1997), the 

Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale (HADS) (Zigmond & Snaith, 1983) and the 

Visual Analogue Self-Esteem Scale (VASES) (Brumfitt & Sheeran, 1999) were 

administered pre-treatment, immediately after treatment, and 3 months post-treatment. 

Overall, participants demonstrated statistically significant improvement (p = 0.004) in 

conversation compared to pre-intervention scores. Participants also reported positive 

changes on measures of psychosocial well-being, including self-esteem and confidence.  

 In a qualitative study, Simmons-Mackie and Elman (2010) investigated the role of 

aphasia groups in rehabilitating PWA’s fractured sense of identity. Participants included 

eight adults with aphasia. Data were collected from videotaped conversational group 

therapy sessions. Discourse analysis revealed that when included as part of treatment, 

group therapy can contribute to improving PWA’s identity. Further analysis found that 

the clinician/facilitator had a role in shaping identity in aphasia therapy.  

Engagement 

 

Importance of Engagement 

 

 Effective conversation requires all parties to be actively involved or mutually 

engaged (Kovarsky, Curran & Nichols, 2009). Without mutual engagement, 

communication breakdown occurs. Furthermore, the success or failure of an interaction 

may be due to the participants’ degree of engrossment in the activity (Simmons-Mackie 
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& Kovarsky, 2009). Complementary to engagement, flow is a concept described as 

period of intense focus due to incorporation of activities appropriate to a person’s skill 

level, resulting in positive experiences (Sather et al., 2017).  Flow is significant because 

of its association with positive emotions such as satisfaction and enjoyment. This 

association is relevant to engagement due to the perpetuation of positive emotions 

required to maintain a successful interaction. Positive engagement is a critical component 

in successful conversation because if one party disengages, then discourse deteriorates, 

and the conversation likely fails (Simmons-Mackie & Kovarsky, 2009).  

Active engagement is especially vital to successful intervention because it ensures 

patient participation in treatment (Simmons-Mackie & Damico, 2009). Increased 

engagement suggests attention and interest in the interaction. Without meaningful 

engagement, the patient is not receiving the maximum benefits from treatment (Bright, 

Kayes, Worrall, & McPherson, 2015; Kortte, Falk, Castillo, Johnson-Greene, & Wegner, 

2007). Without constructive participant engagement, clinicians are less likely to 

successfully help patients meet their goals.  

Although engagement is a collaborative process, clinicians have considerable 

influence over patient interactions and are in the position to elicit and manage levels of 

engagement (Bright, Kayes, Cummins, Worrall, & McPherson, 2017; Dahl et al., 2016; 

Kovarsky, Curran & Nichols, 2009). Research has found evidence suggesting that 

engagement is co-constructed by the clinician and the patient. Patients have reported that 

their perception of their clinician’s engagement impacted their own engagement. Because 

of the presence of a communication disorder, the natural dynamic between the patient and 

the clinician is significantly affected and could potentially result in a lack of involvement 
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and difficulty participating, leading to disengagement (Bright, Kayes, Cummins, Worrall 

& McPherson, 2017).  

Research has found that high levels of patient engagement are linked to better 

health care outcomes. High rehabilitation engagement is associated with increased 

functional improvement during inpatient rehabilitation and increased functioning after 

discharge (Kortte, et al., 2007). Findings from Kortte et al. (2007) suggest increased 

patient involvement leads to greater functional outcomes. Furthermore, evidence suggests 

that engagement levels are also associated with decreased depression and increased 

affect, compliance, and attendance (Bright et al., 2015; Kortte et al., 2007).  

In addition to an individual’s engagement in therapeutic settings, an individual’s 

engagement in meaningful life events (e.g., hobbies, social gatherings) is instrumental to 

health and wellness (Simmons-Mackie, 2018). Unfortunately, many PWA tend to 

abandon leisure and recreational activities due to their communication impairments. Life 

participation decreases, and PWA are less likely to participate in meaningful activities. 

Because of this resignation of meaningful activities, one of the overarching goals of 

intervention is to support communicative engagement in the broader social contexts 

inhabited. Although thought to be unrelated, an individual’s level of engagement in a 

treatment setting is associated with social participation and overall life engagement 

(Simmons-Mackie & Kovarsky, 2009). Reduced life activity results in diminished social 

networks and feelings of isolation, which are often associated with higher incidences of 

physical illness (Simmons-Mackie, 2018).  

Medina and Weintraub (2007) conducted a study examining depression in PPPA. 

In this study, depression was characterized by lack of energy and social withdrawal. The 
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Geriatric Depression Scale (GDS) (Brink et al., 1982) was administered to 116 

participants. Scores from PPPA were compared with scores of participants without PPA. 

Results found that a significantly greater proportion of participants with PPA (n = 21 

[34.4%]) than controls (n = 1 [1.8%]) had GDS scores in the depressed range (χ2 = 20.01, 

df = 1, p < .01). Item analysis revealed participants with PPA often selected answer 

choices suggesting social withdrawal and isolation. Additionally, participants with PPA 

shared anecdotal evidence of how their communication impairments discouraged them 

from participating in language-based activities and conversing in formerly comfortable 

social contexts. Furthermore, participants with PPA reported an inability to adjust to the 

conversational pace, often leading to feelings of exclusion and an overall withdrawal 

from social interaction. This finding is significant considering the Successful Aging 

Paradigm proposed by Rowe and Kahn (1997) emphasizes that life engagement in social 

and productive activities is crucial for healthy aging. 

Defining Engagement and Disengagement 

 

The term engagement provides a more suitable construct than other similar terms 

describing the same idea (e.g., participation). The actual definition of engagement tends 

to deviate slightly depending upon the context of the research (Bright et al., 2015). The 

construct of engagement seems to change slightly to serve the purpose of the study. For 

example, the construct of engagement generally has been used to describe participants’ 

feelings about relationships or activities (Duchan, 2009; Simmons-Mackie & Kovarsky, 

2009). This includes the point of view of the person with a disability, involvement in 

interpersonal relationships, and level of participation in the activity. For the purposes of 
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this study, engagement will be defined as a behavior that establishes, maintains, or 

terminates a conversational exchange (Simmons-Mackie & Damico, 2009). 

Engagement is a collaborative process constructed by the speaker and listener by 

which individuals can establish or maintain interactions (Bright et al., 2015; Simmons-

Mackie & Damico, 2009). Furthermore, it reflects how deeply participants are engrossed 

(Kovarsky, Curran & Nichols, 2009; Simmons-Mackie & Kovarsky, 2009). Engagement 

is created through social interaction and refers to the level of interpersonal involvement 

demonstrated by the participants. Horton, Howell, Kumby, and Ross (2011) suggested 

that engagement also contains a cognitive component. Because successful engagement 

involves solicitation and management of interactional sequences, impaired cognition 

likely impedes full engagement and negatively influences the construction of the process. 

Though it appears to be an obvious concept, engagement is in fact an intricate process 

that can only be accomplished through a collaborative effort. For mutual engagement to 

occur, the speaker and the listeners must respond in a manner that signals involvement 

and active interest in the interaction. Engagement can be conceptualized as a process (i.e., 

engaged with) and a state (i.e., engaged in); however, both conceptions of engagement 

focus on the relationship between the clinician and the patient (Bright et al., 2015).  

In contrast, in disengagement, participants become passive bystanders in the 

conversation (Simmons-Mackie & Damico, 2009). Disengagement can signal lack of an 

emotional bond between group member and the clinician or between one member and 

another. In disengagement, the participant appears bored, tired, or disconnected (Dahl et 

al., 2016). Actions that compete with the speaker’s turn, referred to as disaligning actions 

(e.g., long pauses prior to turns, avoiding questions) indicate disengagement (Lee & 
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Azios, 2020). Because disengaged patients participate less and their involvement is 

limited, treatment benefits are reduced, leading to lesser outcomes (Dahl et al., 2016).  

Measuring Engagement 

 

Participants demonstrate their level of engagement verbally and non-verbally. 

Engagement can be observed through spoken utterances, joint attention, and/or non-

verbal behaviors (e.g., eye gaze, body orientation, gestures) (Simmons-Mackie & 

Damico, 2009; Simmons-Mackie & Kovarsky, 2009). During periods of active 

engagement, communication partners experience dialogic resonance. Dialogic resonance 

can be observed through the repetition of the communication partner’s words, contingent 

responses, synchrony in timing between the communication partners, and exchange of 

personal anecdotes (Duchan, 2009). Because engagement involves an emotional 

component, participants’ affect can also indicate levels of engagement (Simmons-Mackie 

& Kovarsky, 2009). For example, enthusiastic responses signal high levels of 

engagement, while apathetic responses signal disengagement. 

Korvarsky, Curran, and Nichols (2009) found that laughter can signal instances of 

positive engagement. Furthermore, laughter can provide insight regarding the depth of 

attachment between the participants. For instance, in the study, laughter due to teasing 

demonstrated a sense of closeness and attachment between the members involved.  

Additionally, research has found that identified behaviors such as shared laughter, eye 

gaze, body orientation, and gestures also serve as observational markers of engagement 

(Simmons-Mackie & Damico, 2009). For example, in conversations involving positive 

engagement, instances of shared laughter and appropriate eye contact are frequently 
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observed. Researchers suggest that shared laughter and eye gaze create a meaningful 

bond between the members which leads to increased engagement among conversational 

partners and ultimately results in increased involvement, interest, and attention of all the 

members (Simmons-Mackie & Damico, 2009).  

Engagement Findings in Group Treatment for PWA 

 

Engagement in Group Treatment 

 

For group treatment to be effective, it is necessary that all participants are 

meaningfully engaged. It is vital for group members to move beyond a passive state of 

participation and be fully engaged in the interaction (Simmons-Mackie & Damico, 2009).  

Disengagement demonstrated by one member potentially harms the overall engagement 

of the group (Kovarsky & Simmons-Mackie, 2009). Diminished engagement in one 

participant may discourage other members from maximally participating, causing them to 

disengage as well. 

  Although there is an abundance of literature on specific tasks and techniques 

employed to change client behavior, the interactional elements of therapy (e.g., attention, 

interest, participation) are not widely researched (Simmons-Mackie & Kovarsky, 2009). 

In the field of speech-language pathology, engagement remains relatively unstudied. Yet, 

effective intervention is founded on successful interactions. There is limited research 

regarding engagement during clinical interactions (Simmons-Mackie & Damico, 2009; 

Simmons-Mackie & Kovarsky, 2009).  
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Maintaining and Increasing Engagement 

 

To explore the precise mechanisms involved in engagement during group therapy 

for PWA, Simmons-Mackie and Damico (2009) conducted a qualitative study employing 

two videotaped conversational group therapy sessions. Researchers investigated notable 

clinician behaviors that contributed to positive engagement and disengagement. Data 

were collected using a pool of videotaped sessions, with each session in the pool having 

previously been rated on a scale from “excellent therapy” to “poor therapy” by two 

veteran SLPs. The two sessions chosen included treatment from a poorly-rated group and 

treatment from a well-rated group. Researchers found that several conversational 

conventions may be employed to elicit participant engagement. Additionally, results 

indicated that the clinicians’ use of gestures, appropriate eye-gaze and body orientation, 

and shared laughter demonstrated and contributed to active engagement within the group. 

These behaviors resulted in increased attention, interest, and involvement in the 

conversation. 

In another study by Simmons-Mackie and Schultz (2003), humor was found to 

maximize participation and increase involvement. Qualitative analysis of eight 

videotaped sessions found that clinicians often used humor as a resource to elicit member 

engagement and “lubricate the therapy process.” Humor was found to be a useful therapy 

tool to manage effective group therapy sessions. Results suggested that natural humor 

found in everyday interactions played an important part in therapy.  

In a different study, Simmons-Mackie et al. (2007) investigated the management 

of discourse in successful group therapy. Researchers used six videotaped group therapy 

sessions involving PWA. Settings included two university clinics and one outpatient 
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clinic. Qualitative analysis was implemented to identify discourse sequences, determine 

how discourse was accomplished, and describe behaviors typical for social group 

therapy. Microanalysis was also completed to examine the function of certain behaviors. 

Researchers found that establishing discourse equality, using relatable topics, and 

incorporating multimodal communication increased the level of participation and interest 

in the group, thus leading to well-managed, engaging sessions.   

In another study, Bright et al. (2017) found evidence suggesting that clinician 

engagement was important for engaging the patient. Qualitative analysis and anecdotal 

reports indicated, from both clinicians and patients, that clinician engagement greatly 

affected patient engagement. Engaged clinicians provided a suitable model for 

engagement. Furthermore, clinician engagement had the effect of motivating and 

encouraging their patients; whereas, disengaged clinicians (due to patient perception of 

the clinician being “distant” and “disconnected”) discouraged patients from actively 

participating, leading to patient disengagement.  

Evidence from a study conducted by Horton et al. (2011) suggested that 

maintaining a balance between highly clinician-controlled sessions and more patient-led 

sessions supported patient engagement. Researchers found that when patients assumed 

responsibility for their treatment, this increased autonomy led to increased engagement in 

treatment. Furthermore, researchers also found that engagement was affected by the type 

of activity used during treatment. In the study, functional, participation-based treatments 

facilitated patient participation and cooperation and increased patient engagement. 
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Facilitative Techniques/Strategies for PWA and PPPA  

 

 Because PWA and PPPA experience similar symptoms, some of the same clinical 

techniques and strategies used for PWA can also be used for PPPA (Croot et al., 2009). 

For instance, in facilitating receptive language in both PWA and PPPA, Khayum et al. 

(2012) found that conversational partners can adjust their communication to increase 

comprehension. Helpful strategies include speaking more slowly, ensuring appropriate 

body orientation, using gestures, giving instructions in segments, and eliminating 

environmental distractions. Additionally, promoting self-cuing strategies (e.g., asking 

person to describe item, having person provide the first letter of the item) can also benefit 

both PWA and PPPA. Furthermore, avoiding communication barriers (e.g., abrupt topic 

changes, interruptions) also served to facilitate successful interactions involving PWA 

and PPPA (Marshall et al., 2018). 

Purpose of the Study 

 

 To date, PPA has been studied less frequently than stroke-induced aphasia. Thus, 

limited information is available regarding clinical interactions during group treatment for 

PPPA. The purpose of this study is to identify verbal and non-verbal behaviors indicative 

of engagement demonstrated by PPPA and clinicians, examine conversational actions 

resulting in disengagement of PPPA, and identify conversational actions used by PPPA 

and/or clinicians that promote engagement.  
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Research Questions 

 

1. Which verbal and non-verbal behaviors are indicative of engagement during small 

group interactions involving PPPA? 

2. What conversational actions result in PPPA being disengaged in small group 

interactions? 

3. What conversational actions enable PPPA to be engaged during small group 

interactions? 
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2. METHODOLOGY 

 

Research Design 

 

 The components of engagement are not widely agreed-upon or understood; 

therefore, inductive research using a qualitative design was used to explore the complex 

processes of engagement. Qualitative approaches offer an additional dimension in 

analyzing studies pertaining to social interaction (Eastwood, 1988). Unlike quantitative 

approaches which attempt to determine causality and generalization of findings, 

qualitative research attempts to provide understanding of a phenomena (Golafshani, 

2003). The implementation of qualitative measures allowed the researcher to analyze the 

implications of engagement and the role contextual and environmental factors played in 

treatment. This study was based on a research study conducted by Simmons-Mackie and 

Damico (2009). The main difference between the studies was the study population: 

Simmons-Mackie and Damico (2009) examined persons with stroke-induced aphasia 

(PWA); whereas, this study examined persons with primary progressive aphasia (PPPA).  

 To examine the research questions, the researcher conducted a content analysis 

and a conversation analysis. As a research method, content analysis is employed to 

describe and quantify phenomena (Hardy, Harley, & Phillips, 2004). In this study, 

content analysis was utilized to describe verbal and non-verbal behaviors that contributed 

to engagement, conversational actions that resulted in disengagement, and conversational 

actions that promoted engagement. Content analysis provides researchers with broad and 

concise descriptions of constructs investigated. While there are criticisms that a content 

analysis lacks statistical power, content analysis is well-equipped to provide strong, 
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meaningful evidence (Elo & Kyngäs, 2008). Depending upon the purpose of the study, 

content analysis may be used inductively or deductively. Deductive approaches are used 

when sufficient literature exists and the construct has been adequately established; 

whereas, inductive approaches are typically used when there is insufficient information 

about the target construct. This study employed an inductive approach due to the lack of 

literature on the construct of engagement within the field of speech-language pathology.   

 Via conversation analysis, conversational actions resulting in disengagement and 

engagement were identified and examined. Furthermore, conversation analysis provided 

supplementary information regarding effects and functions of non-verbal and verbal 

behaviors indicative of engagement. Conversation analysis was utilized to study the 

social aspect of language used to support engagement. In research, conversational 

analysis has been used to examine the social action of language in activities conducted 

through discourse. Conversational analysis attempts to uncover patterns in interaction and 

provide explanations for these interactional sequences (Damico, Oelschlager, & 

Simmons-Mackie, 1999; Wooffitt, 2005). In conversation analysis, the focus is on the 

conversational elements involved in coordinating a conversation (e.g., turn-taking, 

overlapping responses) (Oliver, Serovich, & Mason, 2005).  

Procedures 

 

 Before analysis and data collection occurred, the researcher obtained approval 

from her university’s Institutional Review Board (IRB). Following approval, six 

videotaped sessions from a community outreach program for PWA and PPPA were 

chosen based on inclusionary and exclusionary criteria. Two expert speech-language 
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pathologists (SLPs) were instructed by the researcher to score the videotaped sessions 

based on the overall quality of group interaction. The expert clinicians watched and 

scored the videos individually. The overall group interaction was scored on a scale from 

0 to 100, in which 0 was poor, 50 was average, and 100 was excellent. No manipulation 

of the typical structure of the sessions occurred because the videos were viewed 

retrospectively (i.e., the session occurred in year(s) prior to this study). After the 

researcher collected the scores from the expert SLPs, the researcher averaged the scores 

for each video. The video chosen was the video with the highest average score based on 

the two expert SLPs ratings. The researcher then orthographically transcribed the session 

and recorded observations. Relevant non-verbal behaviors (e.g., laughter, gestures, 

movement) were included in the transcription to provide context and supplement 

meaning. Participant names included in the transcription were changed to protect privacy. 

Furthermore, a graduate speech-language pathology student not otherwise involved in the 

study reviewed 20% of the transcription to verify accuracy. See Appendix A for the 

entire transcription.  

Using the videotaped session and the orthographic transcription, the researcher 

identified sequences of engagement and disengagement. Following this, the researcher 

chose five instances of engagement and five instances of disengagement. Two expert 

clinicians reviewed all instances of engagement and disengagement. During this process 

the researcher and the two expert clinicians engaged in a debriefing process in which 

each party challenged and discussed varying interpretations. After instances of 

engagement and disengagement were reviewed and agreed upon by the two expert 
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clinicians and the researchers, the data were analyzed via content analysis and 

conversation analysis.  

Instrumentation 

 

 The video camera used to record footage was an Axis P3301. The stationary 

overhead camera was positioned approximately 2 inches from the ceiling. The camera 

was pre-programmed to record each session, which occurred on the same day of the week 

every week, during a 9-month period for approximately 1 hour. Videos recorded were 

stored on an external hard drive and then uploaded to a secure remote cloud storage 

database.   

Data Collection 

 

The data for this study were collected from the videotaped session demonstrating 

the best overall group interaction, per average scores from expert SLPs. Some segments 

of the video demonstrating clinician-directed intervention were not analyzed. 

Approximately 40% of the 1-hour video (a total of 746 conversational turns) was 

orthographically transcribed and analyzed using specific notation conventions. 

Designated symbols were used to note conversational behaviors such as an overlapping 

of conversational turns, rising inflection, and animated tones. Non-verbal behaviors were 

included in the transcription to provide greater meaning and context. See Appendix A for 

more details regarding transcription notation. Transcripts and videotapes were reviewed 

and analyzed to identify interactional sequences consistent with a broad definition of 

engagement as a behavior that established, maintained, or terminated a conversational 

exchange (Simmons-Mackie & Damico, 2009). After instances of engagement and 
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disengagement were identified, two expert SLPs viewed the identified instances of 

engagement and disengagement to corroborate the researcher’s accuracy. 

Participants 

 

Members with PPA 

 

 The small group of individuals involved in this study was part of an ongoing 

community outreach program for persons with any type of aphasia, which includes a total 

of 10 groups.  One of the groups was specifically designated for PPPA. Prior to joining 

the community outreach program, participants provided informed written consent via an 

aphasia-friendly form for the use of their image in video and audio records for research 

purposes. Participants in the videotaped small group therapy session included two PPPA. 

Participants with PPA had attended the program for at least 6 months. See Table 2.1 for a 

summary of demographic information regarding the participants. Both members with 

PPPA were Caucasian males, older than 70 years, who wore eyeglasses. One of the 

members with PPA lived at home with his wife and his highest level of education was at 

the graduate college level, while the other member with PPA lived in a long-term care 

facility and his highest level of education was at the high school level (12th grade). Based 

on member observations in the video, the suspected subtype of one member was svPPA, 

while the suspected subtype of the other member was lvPPA. To maintain privacy, the 

names of the PPPA and the speech-language pathology graduate student clinicians were 

removed and replaced with pseudonyms in the session transcripts.  
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Clinicians 

 

 Two graduate student speech-language pathology clinicians facilitated the 

videotaped session involving two persons with PPA. Per the design structure regarding 

clinician small group leadership in the community outreach program, one graduate 

student clinician had seniority and had been with the group for one previous semester, 

while the other graduate student was new to the group and poised to assume leadership 

when the more experienced clinician completed her second semester in the program. See 

Table 2.2 for a summary of demographic information regarding the clinicians. Clinician 1 

(C1) was a 24-year old, Caucasian, second-year speech-language pathology graduate 

student and had one semester of experience with the group. Clinician 2 (C2) was a 22-

year old, Asian, first-year speech-language pathology graduate student and was new to 

the group. Prior to the particular session chosen for this research study, both clinicians 

had facilitated at least two group sessions involving PPPA. 

 In the interest of full disclosure, one of the clinicians was the primary researcher 

for this study. The primary researcher was the new clinician introduced to the group 

several weeks before the videotaped session. She had no prior experience with PPPA. 

During the filming of the session, the primary researcher had not yet conceived this 

project examining small group interactions involving PPPA. All the actions of the 

primary researcher observed in the video were produced without knowledge of the 

presence of the camera in the room and without the knowledge of this research project. 
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Inclusionary and Exclusionary Criteria 

 

 Inclusionary criteria were as follows: All potential participants were at least 18 

years of age, English-speaking, and had a reliable means of transportation to group 

therapy. Clinicians were first- or second-year graduate speech-language pathology 

students facilitating a group of PPA. Participants had a diagnosis of PPA or suspected 

PPA by a neurologist and/or speech-language pathologist. Exclusionary criteria were as 

follows: Videotapes in which the video camera failed to capture the activities of the 

group were not considered (e.g., if some members of the group were not in the frame). 

Videotapes in which half of the group members were absent (i.e., only one PPPA present) 

were not considered. Videotapes in which there were disturbances to the typical routine 

of the group (e.g., guest visitors) were not considered.   

Context 

 

 Within the community-based outreach program, small group treatment is client-

centered, and social interaction among members is the primary objective. Communication 

strategies are implemented to help maintain and increase communicative effectiveness. 

The use of supported communication materials and techniques is encouraged. Graduate 

student clinicians are required to watch a short video and attend a brief training meeting 

regarding on supported communication prior to participating in the program; no other 

formal training for group facilitation is required. General themes for the group sessions 

were provided by the program, but graduate speech-pathology clinicians were 

encouraged to collaborate with group members and target their interests when planning 

activities and conversational topics during the sessions. Thus, group sessions were 
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planned, executed, and documented by the graduate speech-pathology clinicians. The 

small group for PPPA had been together for more than 6 months.  

Data Analysis 

 

 An inductive content analysis was completed due to the limited amount of 

literature on the topic of engagement (Elo & Kyngas, 2008), especially relevant to PPPA. 

The inductive content analysis involved three phases: preparation, organization, and 

reporting; however, there are no systematic rules for data analysis. See Figure 2.1 for 

more details. In the preparation stage, the researcher was immersed in the data. After 

reviewing the data multiple times, data were then classified into smaller units of content. 

Units of analysis were chosen based on their effect on engagement and disengagement in 

PPPA. In the organization stage, the researcher arranged the data derived from the 

preparation stage. During this process, the researcher utilized open coding and created 

categories and abstractions. Open coding refers to the researcher writing notes and 

headings in the text while analyzing the data (Downe-Wamboldt, 1992; Elo & Kyngas, 

2008). From the notes and headings, the researcher generated categories based on data 

observed from the session and from knowledge of previous literature regarding 

engagement. The purpose of creating these categories was to provide a measure of 

describing the phenomena of engagement (Downe-Wamboldt, 1992).  

After the categories were created, the list of categories was grouped under more 

broad headings. This was completed to reduce the number of redundant categories, so 

that categories that were similar could be combined. The researcher assigned the data to 

specific categories based on her interpretation. Afterward, the researcher employed 
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abstraction as a means of generating broad descriptions. During abstraction, each 

category was named using content-characteristic words. Subcategories were grouped 

together as categories, and categories were grouped together to become main categories 

(Elo & Kyngas, 2008; Hsieh & Shannon, 2005).  

  Conversation analysis was completed to examine the language samples extracted 

from the videotapes. Conversation analysis has proven to be useful in understanding the 

ways conversational feedback functions (Damico, Oelschlager, & Simmons-Mackie, 

1999). Feedback in therapy may serve a variety of functions; therefore, applying 

conversational analysis allowed the researcher to analyze the role that different strategies 

and behaviors played in clinical interactions involving PPPA. Conversation analysis also 

provides information on the systematic nature of interactions and helps to analyze the 

development of a conversation (Kroll, Rutter, & Oxley, 2017).  

The basic principles of conversation analysis describe talk as a collaborative 

achievement which can be organized in a sequence (Kroll et al., 2017). Using 

conversation analysis, the researcher identified conversational actions involved in 

initiating and maintaining the conversation (e.g., turn-taking, overlapping responses, 

latches), which signaled engagement. In conversation analysis, the sequence of 

conversational turns is examined. Analysis of turn-taking sequences is a method of 

organizing the conversation (Sacks et al., 1974). In addition, conversation analysis 

requires that significant contributions to the interaction, regardless of how slight, must be 

analyzed according to their relevance to the interaction (Kroll et al., 2017). Vocalizations 

and non-verbal behaviors that occurred are also considered in conversation analysis 

(Oliver et al., 2005). Considering the presence of these actions, the researcher also 
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examined vocalizations (i.e., laughing), response tokens (i.e., mmm hmm), and non-

verbal behaviors (e.g., gestures, head nods) to offer clarification and add context to the 

conversation.  

Reliability and Validity 

 

In qualitative research, reliability and validity are viewed differently than in 

quantitative research (Golafshani, 2003). While in quantitative research credibility is 

often dependent on instrumentation construction, in qualitative research the researcher is 

a part of the instrumentation. Furthermore, in qualitative research, research validity is 

impacted by the investigating researcher’s perception of the study. In addition, while 

there has not been a consensus on suitable terms to describe reliability and validity, the 

term trustworthiness is often used to assess scientific rigor in qualitative research.  

Trustworthiness is used to assess the quality of a study’s analytical process and 

the product of the research’s consistency (Golfshani, 2003). Components of a study’s 

trustworthiness include truth value and consistency (Noble & Smith, 2015). The truth 

value corresponds to the notion of validity. Similar to validity, the truth value determines 

whether the findings accurately represent the data. The truth value considers and 

acknowledges the existence of multiple perspectives in the interpretation of the data; 

however, it evaluates the level of methodological bias. Consistency corresponds to the 

notion of reliability. Comparable to reliability, consistency relates to the study’s ability to 

be replicated. 

 Prior to selection, videotaped small group clinical interactions were reviewed and 

scored by licensed and certified SLPs with at least 10 years of clinical experience. 
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Additionally, videotaped sessions, orthographic transcriptions, and analyses were 

reviewed by licensed and certified SLPs. Furthermore, 20% of the transcript was 

reviewed by a different speech-language pathology graduate student to verify accuracy. 

During the data analysis stage, videotaped sessions, transcripts referring to identified 

sequences of engagement/disengagement, and analyses were reviewed and discussed by 

the primary researcher and two expert SLPs. The primary researcher and two expert SLPs 

engaged in a debriefing process in which initial interpretations were challenged to 

validate findings. During these meetings, the researcher’s interpretations were 

questioned, leading the researcher to work forward and backward through the analytical 

process to validate findings. The expert SLPs and the primary researcher engaged in open 

discussion to resolve any conflicting views regarding interpretation and often referred to 

and reviewed the data to justify or refute interpretation. The expert SLPs verified the 

legitimacy of the preliminary findings. The researcher implemented the same 

transcription notation used in Simmons-Mackie and Damico’s 2009 study.  

The researcher also implemented different types of triangulation, a means of using 

more than one measure of analysis to strengthen reliability and validity (Haley et al., 

2019; Merriam, 1995). In this study, both content analysis and conversation analysis were 

conducted, thus providing two contrasting yet complementary analytical methods to 

examine data and comment on plausibility of research findings. Additionally, analyst 

triangulation was used to discuss and verify instances of engagement and disengagement. 

Lastly, the primary researcher kept notes prior to and during the preparation stage of 

content analysis and during the debriefing process with the two expert SLPs to monitor 

the primary researcher’s lens throughout the analytical process. Portions of these notes 
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were reviewed and further discussed in the subsequent meetings to document the 

researcher’s pattern of thoughts. Because the primary researcher was also one of the 

clinicians observed in the videotaped session, implementation of these methods was 

important for objectivity and reflection in the analytical process.   

In sum, trustworthiness was established using several different measures. The 

truth value was enhanced by consistent note taking by the researcher to facilitate self-

reflection, debriefing meetings with two expert SLPs to uncover assumptions or unknown 

biases, and data triangulation to help produce more comprehensive findings. Consistency 

was ensured by meticulous record keeping to demonstrate consistent interpretations of 

the data, review of the written transcript by a different speech-language pathology 

graduate student to verify accuracy, and transparent documentation during the debriefing 

process to further detail the research process.  
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Table 2.1 Demographic Information for Participants with PPA. 

Information Dan* Jim* 

Age 72 83 

Gender Male Male 

Ethnicity Caucasian Caucasian 

Associated Problems Wears glasses Wears glasses, has a 

hearing impairment 

Highest Level of Education Master’s degree High school 

Living Arrangements With Wife Long-term care 

Suspected Subtype of PPA svPPA lvPPA 

*Pseudonym used to protect privacy. 
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Table 2.2 Demographic Information for Clinicians. 

Information Clinician 1 (C1) Clinician 2 (C2) 

Age 24 22 

Gender Female Female 

Ethnicity Caucasian Asian 

Stage in the Program 2nd year graduate student 1st year graduate student 

Length of Time Facilitating 5 months 1 month 
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Preparation

• Selecting units to analyze

• Make sense of all the data

Organization

• Open coding

• Creating coding sheets

• Grouping

• Categorization

• Abstraction

Reporting

• Model, conceptual system, or categories

Figure 2.1 Components of an Inductive Content Analysis. Adapted from Elo and Kyngas 

(2007). 
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3. RESULTS 

 

This chapter will provide the results derived from orthographically-transcribed 

video interactions involving two persons with primary progressive aphasia (PPPA) and 

two graduate student clinicians. Analysis of 10 video samples (i.e., 5 engaged samples 

and 5 disengaged samples) identified several key non-verbal and verbal indicators of 

engagement and examined conversational actions leading to engagement and 

disengagement. First, using a content analysis, the researcher identified and analyzed the 

purpose of non-verbal and verbal indicators of engagement. Next, using elements of 

conversation analysis, the researcher examined conversational actions leading to 

disengagement and engagement. 

Engagement Indicated by Non-Verbal Behaviors 

 

 In the five samples deemed “engaged” interactions, non-verbal behavioral 

indicators of engagement were coded and analyzed. While other behaviors also implied 

engagement, the researcher primarily found that eye gaze and body orientation as well as 

laughter, and expressive/affective tones consistently signaled engagement in the 

participants (i.e., clinicians and members with PPPA). These behaviors were chosen due 

to their constant presence and meaningful influence in each sample demonstrating 

engagement. In Figure 3.1, non-verbal behaviors and their contribution are visually 

represented.  
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Eye Gaze and Body Orientation 

 

 Eye gaze and body orientation were significant in signaling engagement among 

the participants. These behaviors were included in the orthographic transcription when 

they were relevant to the context of the conversation and added meaning to the 

transcription (e.g., gestures). Both eye gaze and body orientation were observed 

consistently in the participants and appeared in each sample demonstrating engagement. 

In the samples demonstrating engagement, meaningful instances of eye gaze and body 

orientation were observed 69 times. 

In the following example derived from one sample demonstrating engagement, 

the group discussed the famous singer John Lennon’s birthday in relation to each 

participant’s age. Participants were seated around a rectangular table. No participant was 

seated at the end of the table, thus eliminating a “lead position” in the group. The 

example begins with Clinician 1 (C1) asking Jim, a participant with PPA, to expand on 

his previous comment about his birth year. Dan, another participant with PPA, was facing 

away from the group toward a reading prompt taped on the wall. Clinician 2 (C2) was 

positioned slightly away from the group, and her eye gaze alternated between the ongoing 

group conversation and Dan’s oral reading.  

Example 1 

20. Dan: = John ((continues facing paper posted on the wall, while quietly 

reading)) 

22. C2: ((looks back and forth between the group and Dan)) 

21. C1: ((shifts gaze to Jim and smiles)) What day? 

23. Dan: ((repositions body toward the group and looks at Jim)) xxxx 

24. Jim: January seventh, 1935. 

25. C1: Wo:::w! ((turns to face Dan)) = 

26. C2: = ((looks at Jim)) Wo:::w! = 

27. Dan: = Woa:h that’s great! 
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28. C1 and C2: ((laugh))  

29. Jim: ((smiles and directs eye gaze toward Dan)) 

30. Dan: I hope that I can get there! 

31. C1 and C2: ((laugh)) 

Conversational Functions of Eye Gaze and Body Orientation 

 

Eye gaze and body orientation were found to have a cyclical relationship. For 

instance, participants demonstrated engagement via eye gaze and body orientation, but 

also used eye gaze and body orientation as a resource to elicit engagement from fellow 

participants. Eye gaze and body orientation were implemented by a participant to initiate 

engagement, thereby leading to an increased level of involvement from the rest of the 

participants. In response, the rest of the participants respond by directing their eye gaze to 

the group, thus signaling engagement. Both clinicians and PPPA used eye gaze and body 

orientation to serve many different purposes.  In the samples demonstrating engagement, 

eye gaze and body orientation were most notably used for appointing speaker turns, 

demonstrating acknowledgement/reciprocity, and exhibiting concentration.  

Speaker Selection 

 

 In conversation analysis, the order of turns is noted in turn-taking actions. Turn-

taking is a simple method for organizing conversational sequences (Sacks et al., 1974). 

The system by which turns are taken in conversation involve two components (i.e., the 

turn constructional component and the turn allocation component). In the turn 

constructional component, the speaker produces a clause, at which point the rest of the 

group is free to complete the clause and assume the next turn. In contrast, the turn 
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allocation component involves either a person taking an open turn in the conversation 

unprompted or the speaker providing a turn by appointing the next speaker.  

In Example 1, speaker selection was notable. In the conversation analyzed, 

speaker-appointed turns were often conveyed using eye gaze and body orientation. In line 

22 of Example 1, C1 asked a question and directed her eye gaze to Jim.  Using her eye 

gaze, C1, as the current speaker, indicated her interest in what Jim had to say, and served 

as a model for the rest of the group to indicate the point/person of focus. C1’s use of eye 

gaze allowed Jim, a member who had difficulty verbally contributing to the group, the 

opportunity to take a turn in the discussion. Furthermore, by appointing the next speaker, 

C1 resolved any possible confusion surrounding who should be the next speaker. Thus, 

the conversation continued without any awkward turn overlap between competing 

speakers.   

Turn Acknowledgment/Reciprocity 

 

 Eye gaze and body orientation were also observed to communicate turn 

acknowledgment and non-verbal reciprocity between the listener and the speaker.  

In line 23 of Example 1, after C1 appointed Jim as the next speaker, Dan repositioned his 

body toward the group and directed his eye gaze to Jim. Keeping with conversational 

convention, Dan acknowledged that Jim was the designated speaker and demonstrated 

engagement in the conversation by shifting his body and eye gaze to Jim. Through Dan’s 

eye gaze and body orientation, Jim’s position as the next speaker and Dan’s involvement 

in the group discussion was solidified.  
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 Reciprocity was also demonstrated later in the conversation. In line 27, Dan made 

a positive comment regarding Jim’s age. In response, Jim purposefully directed his eye 

gaze to Dan. Jim focused his eye gaze solely on Dan and maintained eye contact, 

indicating acknowledgment and appreciation. Although Jim did not verbally respond to 

Dan, Jim used his eye gaze in a meaningful way to signal reciprocity between Dan and 

him. 

Concentration 

 

 The participants’ use of eye gaze and body orientation also signaled participant 

concentration. In line 20, Dan’s eye gaze and body orientation were directed toward the 

reading prompt and away from the group. Based on the direction of Dan’s gaze and 

orientation, Dan was concentrating on the reading prompt behind him rather than the 

group’s discussion. However, after he re-engaged in the group in line 23, he immediately 

shifted his eye gaze and adjusted his body in the direction of the speaker. In this instance, 

Dan’s use of eye gaze and body orientation demonstrated his attention to the ongoing 

group conversation. Dan displayed readiness to listen to Jim’s next comment. 

Additionally, C2’s gaze was no longer divided between the group’s conversation 

and Dan’s oral reading. In line 22, C2’s eye gaze alternated between the group and Dan; 

however, after Dan re-joined the group, C2 moved closer to the group, and her eye gaze 

shifted and remained on Jim. By directing eye gaze and body orientation to the group, C2 

demonstrated complete concentration on the group’s conversation.  
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Laughter, Smiling, and Expressive/Affective Tones 

 

Laughter, smiling, and expressive/affective tones were also found to signal 

member engagement. In the orthographic transcription of the video sessions, laughter, 

smiling, and expressive/affective tones (e.g., O::h, Wow!) were included and examined. 

In the samples demonstrating engagement, meaningful instances of laughter, smiling, and 

expressive/affective tones occurred 45 times.  

 Participants’ laughter, smiles, and expressive/affective tones indicated meaningful 

engagement in the group interaction. Unlike the cyclical relationship eye gaze and body 

orientation had with engagement, laughter, smiles, and expressive/affective tones were 

often the products of meaningful engagement. In the example below, the group discussed 

Jim’s age. Participants’ laughter, smiles, and expressive/affective tones were evident and 

signaled emotion, camaraderie, and involvement.  

Example 2 

37. Dan: ((turns to face Jim)) Well, you look great! = 

38. C1: ((smiles and faces Jim)) = You look great. = 

39. C2: ((laughs and faces Jim)) = You look great! 

40. Jim: ((faces Dan, maintains eye contact, and smiles)) 

41. Dan: No, really good. 

42. Jim: ((looks at Dan and smiles)) 

43. C1 and C2: ((laugh)) 

44. C1: That was great! That’s awesome! 

Emotion 

 

 In this conversation, smiles and expressive/affective tones revealed the 

participants’ emotional connection to the interaction. In line 37, Dan compliments Jim on 

his appearance based on Jim’s age. Dan’s tone indicated excitement and enthusiasm. The 
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meaning of Dan’s words was enhanced by his intonation, which provided more cueing to 

facilitate Jim’s comprehension. 

Additionally, Dan’s contribution positively affected the overall tone of the 

conversation and crafted a conversational climate of openness. In the next lines, both 

clinicians follow Dan’s lead and smile and laugh, indicating their enjoyment of the 

discussion and further contributing to the overall nurturing environment of the group. 

Additionally, in line 40 Jim responds to Dan’s comment with a smile, signaling his 

satisfaction in the interaction.   

Camaraderie 

 

 In the sample above, laughter was observed in the clinicians as a result of the 

success of the group interaction. Laughter was a product of the interaction; however, 

laughter also served to perpetuate the positive nature of the interaction, thus 

strengthening the affiliation and unity the participants felt toward the group.   

 The clinicians’ laughter served to facilitate the exchange between the other 

participants. In line 39, C2 playfully laughed and proceeded to repeat the compliment 

uttered by Dan in line 37. One clinician’s laughter demonstrated her enjoyment of the 

interaction between the other members. The clinician’s response served as a model for 

Jim. Due to the communication deficits and lack of facial affect caused by PPA, Dan’s 

affect was often difficult to gauge visually. Dan’s relatively flat affect in combination 

with his monotonic speech output were potentially difficult for Jim to process; however, 

seeing C2 reacting positively helped facilitate Jim’s comprehension of the situation. 

Without C2’s model, Jim may have potentially misconstrued the intentions behind Dan’s 
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comment. By reacting positively, the clinicians’ response provided a supplemental cue 

for Jim, further confirming the friendly intention of Dan’s comment. Following the 

clinicians’ lead, in line 42 Jim smiles in response to Dan. In line 43, both clinicians 

laughed after the exchange between Dan and Jim concluded. Both clinicians’ laughter 

signaled to the members the success of the conversational interaction. By laughing, the 

clinicians contributed to the group’s overall feeling of camaraderie.  

Commitment 

 

In Example 2, laughter, smiling, and expressive/affective tones demonstrated 

participant commitment to the group. These behaviors functioned together to create an 

inviting conversational environment, thus eliciting greater involvement from Jim, a more 

reserved participant. For instance, in line 37, the expressiveness of Dan’s tone indicated 

his interest in the interaction with Jim. Dan’s obvious enthusiasm served to clarify his 

effort to connect with Jim. Until this point, Jim had not actively attempted to participate 

in the group. Finally, Jim responded with a smile in line 40, thus signaling an 

appreciation for Dan’s comment and an increased involvement in the conversation and in 

the group.  

Notable instances of clinician laughter were also observed. The clinicians’ 

laughter demonstrated an increased level of engagement in the interaction. Due to the 

considerable influence clinicians wielded over the group interaction, their behavior 

indicating engagement served as a powerful model to the other members in the group. By 

laughing, the clinicians fostered a positive and comforting environment. The laughter 

helped set the appropriate tone for Jim to connect to the group, which he signaled in line 
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40. Jim’s eye contact and smile in response to the group’s effort to invite him into the 

interaction demonstrated an increased level of his commitment to the group. By making 

significant eye contact and intentionally displaying a positive affect (i.e., smiling), Jim 

non-verbally indicated his engagement to the group. 

Engagement Indicated by Verbal Behaviors  

  

 Engagement was also observed through verbal behaviors. Many different verbal 

behaviors implied engagement; however, the researcher found that consistent verbal 

behaviors appeared in each sample demonstrating engagement. In the five samples 

demonstrating engagement, latches and overlapping utterances, as well as repetition of 

words or phrases served as verbal markers of engagement. In Figure 3.2, verbal behaviors 

indicated by engagement and their affect of engagement are visually represented. 

Latches and Overlapping Utterances 

 

 In conversation, a latch is a next-speaker utterance that follows a prior-speaker 

comment without a noticeable gap in between. The latched utterance is produced as soon 

as the previous speaker’s turn ends without room for a pause. In contrast, an overlapping 

utterance is an utterance produced by two speakers simultaneously. Both speakers 

produce their conversational turns within the same time interval. Latched utterances and 

overlapping utterances were consistently present in the samples demonstrating 

engagement.  

Latches and overlapping utterances were observed 41 times in five conversational 

samples demonstrating engagement. Often, latches and overlapping utterances appeared 

together. Additionally, both latches and overlapping utterances appeared to serve the 
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same functions in the conversation samples: Both were used to indicate turn claiming, 

excitement/enthusiasm, agreement, and increased interest. In the following example, C1 

used a feelings board to facilitate a discussion regarding each participant’s feelings.  

Example 3 

660. C1: ((turns and faces Jim)) Jim, I feel like you are, ((points to sleepy picture 

on board)) this one. 

661. C2: ((laughs)) 

662. Dan: xxxx ((pulls board to him)) this one? 

663. C1: ((laughs)) 

664. Jim: Sleepy. = 

665. C2: = Yeah. 

666. Dan: ((turns feelings board toward himself)) Wait a minute. 

667. C1: ((faces Jim and smiles)) Is that how you feel today? 

668. Jim: ((looks down)) Yeah. 

669. C1: You seem a little sleepy. Did you sleep okay last night? = 

670. Jim: =  ((looks at C1)) Yeah. = 

671. Dan: ((looking down)) = Good! = 

672. Jim ((looks down)) I slept alright. 

673. C1: ((turns and faces Dan)) What about you, Dan? = 

674. Dan: = Hmm yeah ((points to picture depicting happy on board)) I’m pretty, 

that one. 

675. Jim: ((looks down)) 

676. C2: Happy? = 

677. Dan: ((continues pointing to picture depicting happy)) = Happy.  

678. C1: [Pretty happy.] 

679. Dan: [Yeah] 

680. Jim: ((lifts head and looks at feelings board)) 

Conversational Actions of Verbal Behaviors 

 

 Similar to the non-verbal behaviors discussed previously, the verbal behaviors 

observed also had a cyclical relationship with engagement. The verbal behaviors 

observed were found to be products of engagement and resources to facilitate 

engagement in the group. The conversational actions of these behaviors in relation to 
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their effect on group engagement were further examined and discussed in the following 

sections.   

Turn Claiming/Enthusiasm  

 

 Latches and overlapping utterances are both apparent forms of turn claiming. 

Latches and overlapping utterances occur faster than normal responses observed in 

conventional turn-taking. Unlike conventional turn-taking, latches and overlapping 

utterances occur either just as the previous speaker has finished their turn or before the 

previous speaker has finished their turn (Simmons-Mackie & Damico, 2009). During 

both verbal behaviors, the participants immediately claimed their turns without additional 

subtle cues regarding turn transference from the speaker: The listener promptly changed 

into the role of the speaker. 

 In Example 3, latched responses were evident following questions. In line 667, C1 

asked Jim a question. Jim responded; however, his response time was slightly delayed. 

As the conversation continued, C1 attempted to further involve Jim in the conversation 

and asked him a follow-up question in line 669. This time, Jim responded with a latched 

utterance and quickly answered her question. By doing so, Jim quickened the pace of the 

conversation, demonstrating his engagement in the conversation. Jim’s latched utterance 

also moved the interaction further along, eliminating the awkward silences that often 

accompany delayed responses.  

 As Jim established the new pace of the conversation, Dan quickly followed his 

model, and in line 671 Dan responded to Jim’s comment with a latched utterance. Dan 

quickly claimed an open turn in the conversation by latching his utterance onto Jim’s. 
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Dan’s latched utterance demonstrated an eagerness to be included in the interaction. 

Consequently, Jim spontaneously expanded on his comment with a declarative statement, 

which was his first spontaneous turn in the conversation.  

Agreement 

 

 Latches and overlapping utterances also functioned to signal agreement. Both 

verbal behaviors were evident in lines 674 to 680. In line 674, Dan used a non-verbal 

gesture (i.e., pointing to a picture) to express his feelings. C2 verbally clarified possible 

ambiguity surrounding his response, and Dan swiftly produced a latched response in 

concurrence with C2. The meaning from Dan’s words was enhanced by the speed of his 

response time. By quickly responding, Dan affirmed his agreement and conveyed 

certainty in his response.  

 Following this sequence, C1 elaborated further in line 678. In anticipation of C1’s 

response, Dan shared the turn with her and produced an almost simultaneous response. 

Similar to his latched agreement, Dan’s overlapping utterance signified a level of 

synchronicity with C1. This sequence of agreement served to enhance the state of 

harmony in the group, thus inviting participant engagement.  

Increased Interest 

 

 Latched utterances and overlapping utterances not only signaled engagement but 

also operated to elicit interest. During the sequence involving Dan’s feelings in lines 674 

to 680, Jim became slightly distant from the group. Without a fixed role, Jim looked 

down in line 675, possibly suggesting a decreased level of interest in the interaction. Yet, 

as the sequence continued and the interest of the other participants increased, evident via 
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latches and overlapping utterances, Jim lifted his head and produced a relevant response 

in line 680. The change in pace of the group conversation served to alleviate wavering 

levels of engagement in Jim and enabled him to resume full engagement with the group. 

Repetition of Words or Phrases 

 

 Repetition of words or phrases was observed throughout each sample 

demonstrating engagement. In the five samples demonstrating engagement, repetition of 

words or phrases occurred 18 times. Both clinicians and PPPA repeated words and 

phrases during conversation. In Example 4, which contained 10 turns, repetition of words 

and/or phrases was observed 8 times. Repetition of words or phrases was observed to 

signify group synchronicity and attention.  

In Example 4, the clinicians were facilitating a game of body part bingo. The 

clinicians randomly drew a body part; however, instead of naming the body part, the 

clinicians provided clues or cues. The PPPA were tasked with first guessing the body part 

and then marking the item on the board in front of them. Jim appeared to require less 

cueing than Dan. Dan required additional processing time to complete the task.  

Example 4 

501. C1: ((turns to face Jim)) He goes,  ((taps knee with hand)) 

502. Jim: ((reaches to mark item on board)) 

503. Dan: He goes xxxx ((looks down at board, points to picture, and talks quietly 

to himself)) 

504. C1: What is that called Jim? = 

505. Jim: = [Knee] ((marks item on board)) 

506. Dan: [Nay] xxxx ((talks quietly to himself)) =  

507. C2: = knee 

508. Dan: Knee knee! 

509. C1: The knee. 

510. Dan: ((points to picture)) Yeah the knee ((marks item on board)) That’s right 

knee. That’s good. 
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Synchronicity 

 

In Example 4, the repeated words and phrases reflected synchronicity within the 

group. The repetition of words and phrases created a sense of harmony, thus establishing 

a state of collective attention on the interaction. The collective attention demonstrated in 

this sequence signaled both mutual orientation and engagement.  

 In line 504, C1 asked Jim to share the answer to the clue with the rest of the 

group. Jim and Dan responded simultaneously with the answer. C2 repeated the answer 

again, thus creating an echo as Dan and C1 both subsequently responded with the answer. 

The echo effect created by this sequence exhibited the group’s joint focus on the task, 

thereby indicating group engagement.  

 The repetition of the correct answer also helped to increase Dan’s comprehension. 

In line 501, C1 provided the initial cue. Dan repeated C1’s cue to himself in line 503. 

Repetition of C1’s cue served to help Dan process the answer, and he continued to 

pensively reflect on the answer (i.e., Dan talking to himself quietly in line 503); however, 

it was not until line 505 (i.e., Jim produced the correct answer) that Dan fully 

comprehended C1’s cue, as evident by his production and repetition of the correct 

answer. Additionally, the repetition of the correct answer by the rest of the group further 

facilitated Dan’s comprehension of C1’s cue. The group’s synchronicity helped Dan, the 

only member of the group struggling to comprehend the cue, to be in agreement with the 

rest of the group, thus increasing his own comprehension of the target word knee.  
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Attention 

 

Repetition of words and phrases was also used to indicate focus and attention. In 

line 501, C1 provided a clue/cue to the entire group. Dan responded in line 503 and 

repeated what she said. Repeating the phrases functioned to help Dan process the 

information, and confirmed Dan’s attention to the task. Consequently, in line 506, Dan 

sustained participation in the group activity and produced the correct answer. Repeating 

the clinician’s phrase facilitated Dan’s focus on the task and the activity, which 

contributed to Dan’s sustained engagement.  

Conversational Actions Leading to Disengagement 

  

 In five samples demonstrating disengagement, conversational actions resulting in 

disengagement by PPPA were examined and analyzed. Notable conversational actions 

leading to disengagement were instances in which the primary speaker was unclear, 

instances in which responses provided were not supportive or helpful, and instances in 

which there was a greater focus on one group member at the expense of another member. 

These conversational actions and the resulting effect on engagement were visually 

represented via a brace chart in Figure 3.3. These conversational actions were found to 

result in the disengagement of at least one participant.  

Unclear Primary Speaker/Exclusion from the Conversation 

 

 Part of the speaker’s responsibility is directing the “flow” of the conversation. In 

group interaction, the role of speaker frequently alternates. Without an established 

primary speaker, the attention of the group is divided, resulting in uncertainty and side 
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conversation outside of the group discussion. In Example 5, the initial topic of 

conversation concluded and there was ambiguity surrounding who held the role of 

primary speaker.  

 Example 5 

 569. C1: ((turns behind her and throws away trash)) It’s cold! 

570. Dan: Ya xxxx  

571. Jim: ((lifts head back up and looks at C1)) 

572. C1: ((grabs a picture dictionary from the counter behind her and flips 

through it)) I don’t know if there is /a body/ a body part thing in here. 

573. C2: ((looks at Dan)) If you want ((moves Dan’s communication book in 

front of him)) you can compare these pictures ((points to bingo board)) with 

yours. ((points to Dan’s communication book)) = 

574. Dan: = Ya xxxx 

575. C2: ((flips through Dan’s communication book)) (.) Yeah, see it’s right here. 

((repositions communication book to show Dan the pictures)) 

576. Jim: ((lifts his head and looks at C2)) 

577. C2: It looks different. He has a shirt on ((points to picture in Dan’s book)) 

578. Dan: ((turns to face C2)) Right here ((points to picture)) like this one? 

579. C2: [Yeah this one.] 

580. C1: [Oh here we go] ((continues to flip through picture dictionary))  

581. Dan: ((continues pointing to pictures)) xxxx and there’s 

582. C2: Where is it on the board? 

583. Dan: Right here? ((point to picture on bingo board)) 

584. C2: = Mmhmm 

585. Dan: Right there ((continues pointing to picture on bingo board)) 

586. Jim: ((looks at Dan’s board)) 

587. C2: And then 

588. Dan: xxxx here ((points to picture on board)) and then here. What is this? 

((point to picture in his communication book)) 

589. Jim: ((looks at the picture dictionary C1 has)) 

590. Dan: (.) And then this one here xxxx same. Uh you got it I think xxxx. ((talks 

quietly and points to picture in his communication book)) 

591. C1: ((yawns and places picture dictionary on the table)) 

592. Jim: ((lifts his head up and looks directly in front of him, then hangs his head 

down and appears to close his eyes)) 
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Uncertainty 

 

 Uncertainty was observed in members, possibly because there was no agreement 

between speakers. In line 572, C1 as the primary speaker attempted to incorporate the 

group’s picture dictionary into the conversation. However, in in the next line, C2 became 

the primary speaker. C2 shifted the focus of the group to Dan’s communication book 

rather than the picture dictionary. Dan began to comment directly to C2 rather than the 

entire group.  By doing so, two initially compatible topics of conversation began to 

compete for the participants’ attention.  

Instead of following the slight shift in focus to Dan’s communication book, in line 

580, C1 used her turn to talk about the picture dictionary. Dan became the next speaker 

and shifted the focus again to his communication book. As a result, Jim had uncertainty 

regarding which speaker to follow. Jim attempted to follow the alternation of topics. In 

line 571, Jim looked at C1, and in line 576 he looked at C2; however, as the speakers 

continued to discuss conflicting topics and the conversation diverged into separate 

activities, Jim became disengaged and in line 592, he ultimately resigned from the group, 

choosing instead to sleep. The conversation shifted into a dyadic interaction between C2 

and Dan, and both C2 and Dan disengaged from the group by engaging in their “sidebar” 

conversation.   

Sidebar Conversations 

 

 Because of the speaker’s (i.e., C1’s) lack of authority and the introduction of two 

activities, the conversation became fragmented. In line 573, C2 introduced the discussion 

of Dan’s communication book. Dan engaged and used his conversational turns to 
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comment on his communication book. C1 remained focused on the picture dictionary, 

and in line 580, used her turn to draw attention to the picture dictionary, even overlapping 

with C2’s turn; however, C2 and Dan continued to engage in the sidebar conversation 

regarding Dan’s communication book. 

 Consequently, Jim became distracted from the initial topic of discussion (i.e., 

picture dictionary). Initially, Jim expended energy attempting to balance both topics of 

conversation, but eventually he became disengaged from the group conversation and the 

sidebar conversation. Following this sequence, with the group conversation seemingly 

terminated and no space for turns in the sidebar conversation, the sidebar conversation 

became the main conversation. The previous sidebar conversation involved only C2 and 

Dan, evident from their exclusive body orientation (e.g., facing each other rather than the 

group). As a result, C1 became disengaged evident in line 591 (i.e., yawning) and 

provided a model for disengagement.  

Response Not Supportive or Helpful 

 

 During the session, both clinicians provided support as needed and prompted the 

members to help each other with group activities. Participant support is a very powerful 

tool; however, in this session unhelpful support was found to be detrimental to 

engagement. In the following example, the clinicians were facilitating a game of bingo 

involving body parts. The bingo items were body parts, and the clinicians described each 

body part to the group. Before marking the item, the PPPA first verbally produced their 

best guesses to the rest of the group. In Example 6, Jim was encouraged by C1 to 
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describe a body part (i.e., the neck) to Dan. Instead of describing the body part, Jim 

named the body part.  

 Example 6 

357. C1: Jim /can you describe/ can you describe ((points to picture)) what the 

arrow is pointing to? = 

358. Jim: ((moves closer to picture)) = Neck ((reaches forward to mark item on 

his bingo board)). 

359. C1 and C2: ((laugh)) 

360. C1: Can you describe it for Dan? ((motions to neck with hand then points to 

Dan)) /Tell him/ tell him about, 

361. Dan: ((looks down at his bingo board)) Tims ((points to item on board)) 

362. C1: Can you tell him about your neck? ((moves head back to emphasize neck 

and motions to neck with hands)) 

363. Dan: Yeah your neck? ((continues to point to picture on board)) 

364. Jim: ((looks up toward Dan)) 

365. C2: ((looks at Dan’s board)) Yeah. Let’s find it on our board. 

366. Jim: ((places picture on the table and looks down)) 

367. Dan: ((finger hovers around multiple pictures on the board)) 

368. C1: (.) So it connects you::r, ((raises hands up)) 

369. Dan: ((looks down at his board)) Wait a minute wait ((points to multiple 

pictures on his board)) now say it again. 

Confusion 

 

 Unsupportive responses cause participant confusion, which can lead to overall 

disengagement from the group. In the opening line of Example 6, C1 tasked Jim with 

describing a body part to Dan. Instead of describing the body part to Dan, Jim named the 

body part in line 358. Dan appeared confused and responded with an unsuitable and 

irrelevant answer.  

In line 362, C1 attempted to salvage the discussion, and again prompted Jim to 

describe the neck to Dan. Attempting to follow, Dan misinterpreted C1’s prompt for Jim 

as an open statement to the group and repeated C1. In line 363, although Dan correctly 

produced the target body part, he was unclear of the expectation and appeared confused 
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as evidenced by his question and gesture which indicated he was unsure of what to do 

next. Following this exchange, C1 did not address Dan’s production of the target item 

and continued to provide verbal and visual (i.e, gestures) support to Dan; however, 

because Dan had already provided the name of the item and was asking for clarification 

on the activity, noted in line 363, he seemed to become more confused. C1’s failure to 

acknowledge the current needs of the group members led to her provision of an 

inappropriate and unsupportive response. In line 369, Dan again asked for clarification, 

further demonstrating disorientation and confusion. Although Dan tried to remain 

involved in the conversation, his confusion was a barrier to meaningful engagement.   

Exclusion 

 

 Unsupportive responses may also lead to participant exclusion. C1’s lack of 

support while prompting Jim also ultimately resulted in Jim’s exclusion and 

disengagement from the group. In line 357, C1 asked Jim to describe the neck. Rather 

than describe the body part, Jim stated the name of the body part to the group. In line 

362, C1 rephrased the initial verbal cue and asked Jim to describe his own neck. Jim did 

not benefit from this response and remained either unable and/or unmotivated to attempt 

another description. Amid Dan’s confusion, Jim responded solely by looking at him in 

line 364. Due to the difficult nature of the task required of him and/or the clinician’s 

failure to properly support him during the task, Jim was unable to fully participate. Thus, 

with no set role in this activity, Jim was excluded from the group. In line 366, Jim placed 

the picture he was tasked with describing on the table and looked down, effectively 

disengaging from the group. 
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Greater Focus on One Member 

 

 Another sequence of conversational actions that resulted in disengagement was an 

imbalance in clinician attention to a particular group member. When both clinicians 

provided support, the emphasis on one group member lead to disengagement in the other 

member. In Example 7, both clinicians provided Dan with an abundance of support; 

however, Dan was still unable to produce the correct response. Meanwhile, there were no 

opportunities provided for Jim to participate in the conversation, leading to him 

withdrawing from the interaction.  

Example 7 

 218. C1: (.) What do you use to walk with, Dan? 

219. Dan: (.) What xxxx /my leg/ my leg is on here ((voice continues to sound 

muffled and he continues to look only at the bingo board)) 

220. C1 and C2: ((remain facing toward Dan and are focused on trying to provide 

support)) 

221. C2: Starts with an F. 

222. Jim: ((appears to doze off)) 

223. Dan: An F? 

224. C1: Here you go ((moves bingo board further up to draw Dan’s attention to 

area of the board containing the picture of the feet)) look down here a little bit. 

225. Dan: xxxx ((talks quietly to himself)) 

226. C1: Look over here. ((waves hand around the bottom of the board near the 

picture of the feet)) 

227. Dan: All right. ((voice sounds muffled)) 

228. C1: ((places arms on the table and lets head rest on hands, bringing her 

closer to Dan)) What do you walk with? What hits the ground every time you 

walk? 

229. Dan: Oh. Okay that one ((points at the board)) this I know what you’re 

saying. 

230. C1: ((smiles)) Yes! Can you find it on your board? 

231. Dan: ((points to the picture of the knee again)) /Right/ right here ((continues 

to point to the picture of the knee)) 

232. C1: [Mmhmm] ((reaches hand out and touches the edge of Dan’s board)) 

233. C2: [Right, but there’s a better picture.] = 

234. Dan: = Yes yes yeah xxxx ((talks softly and pointer finger hovers around the 

other pictures)) 
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235. C1: Look at all your pictures. ((uses hand to gesture to more pictures on the 

board)) 

236. Dan: xxxx oh okay. ((places hand up in a stop gesture and again points to the 

same wrong item)) 

237. Jim: ((head is hanging low and appears to be dozing off)) 

Self-Preoccupation  

 

 The increased amount of clinician attention established Dan as the center of the 

group, thereby creating an imbalance in the interaction. Instead of redirecting Dan to the 

previous group dynamic, emphasis on Dan resulted in him choosing to focus on his own 

problem-solving processes and disengaging from the group.  In line 218, C1 gave Dan an 

indirect cue, attempting to lead Dan to the target item (i.e., feet). Dan provided a 

reasonable answer in the following line, but he failed to provide the target item. Both 

clinicians then turned to face Dan, giving him their complete attention. In the next line, 

C2 attempted to provide a cue to Dan. Dan remained uncertain of the clinician’s 

expectation of him, and his eye gaze remained on the bingo board. In line 226, C1 tried to 

visually cue Dan; however, Dan was oblivious to her cues. In line 225, Dan ignored C1’s 

previous turn and talked quietly to himself, indicating disengagement from the group.  

Withdrawal 

 

 Neglect caused by greater clinician focus on one participant resulted in other 

participants disengaging from the group. Throughout the conversational sequence, both 

clinicians were preoccupied with helping Dan, and because of the considerable influence 

the clinicians wielded as facilitators for the interaction, the conversation was moved to 

address Dan’s needs. As Dan failed to grasp the clinicians’ expectations of him, both 

clinicians worked harder to support him, leaving Jim without a place in the conversation. 
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The clinicians’ focus was so consumed with supporting Dan that neither clinician 

recognized Jim’s disengagement (evident by his dozing off in line 222). When the 

group’s conversation shifted to only meet Dan’s needs, opportunities for Jim to 

contribute were reduced. Essentially, there was no space in the conversation for Jim to 

participate.  

 In the beginning of the sequence, providing Dan with support was the main 

priority of the group, as noted by the first four turns. The first four turns of the 

conversation were solely focused on addressing Dan’s communication needs. Jim’s first 

noted action in this conversational sequence was closing his eyes and appearing to doze 

off in line 222. Whether Jim dozed off consciously to intentionally indicate disinterest or 

subconsciously as an unintentional physiologic response to possible feelings of boredom, 

his behavior was a visible observational marker of member withdrawal. However, both 

clinicians missed the beginning signs of Jim’s disengagement and continued to verbally 

cue Dan. Following this incident, Jim still had no turns in the conversational sequence. 

Without an opportunity to be involved in the conversation and without clinician support, 

Jim effectively withdrew from the group. Jim’s final action in the sequence was in line 

237, in which he disengaged completely as observed by body language (i.e., hanging his 

head down). 

Conversational Actions Leading to Engagement 

 

 Using five samples demonstrating group engagement, conversational actions 

leading to engagement in PPPA were identified and analyzed using principles of content 

analysis and conversation analysis. Notable conversational actions included clinician-
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appointed turns, participant affirmation, and clinician encouragement of member 

collaboration. These conversational actions and their impact on engagement were 

visually represented via a brace chart in Figure 3.4. These conversational actions were 

found to contribute to re-engagement and sustained engagement.  

Clinician-Appointed Turns 

 

 Clinician-appointed turns were beneficial for eliciting group engagement. By 

creating an opening in the conversation for a particular participant, less assertive 

members participated in the discussion on their own terms instead of struggling to find an 

active role in the conversation. In this example, occurring at the beginning of the session, 

the group discussed a reading prompt regarding the famous singer John Lennon’s 

birthday.  

Example 8 

1. Dan: ((standing)) I wanted to tell ya ((points to date on a paper posted on the 

wall)) actually mine’s in six. 

2. C1: [Yup you’re birthday is.] 

3. C2: [Oh yes yeah.] 

4. C1: 1946 = 

5. C2  = Mmhmm. = 

6. Dan: 1946. ((sits in chair))  = 

7. C1:  = So John Lennon was six years older than you. 

8. Dan: xxxx ((turns and looks at reading prompt taped to the wall behind him)) 

xxxx. 

9. C1: ((looks at Jim)) Jim, what year were you born? 

10. Jim: ((looks at C1)) 1935. ((looks at group)) = 

11. C1: = Thirty-five. = 

12. Dan: = ((looks at Jim)) Thirty-five. =  

13. Jim: = ((looks at Dan)) Yeah. =  

14. Dan: ((looks at Jim)) = O::h boy! = 

15. C1 and C2: ((laugh)) 
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Inclusion 

  

Creating turns for the members led to member engagement because it provided an 

opportunity for reserved members to be included in the discussion. In Example 8, Dan led 

the group conversation by discussing a familiar topic (i.e., his birthday). During this 

sequence, both clinicians contributed to the conversation by making comments signaling 

interest. In contrast, Jim, had not taken a turn in the discussion and had no established 

role in the conversation. Jim became a passive participant in the conversation, which 

placed him at risk for disengagement; however, in line 9, C1 directly addressed Jim, 

thereby inviting him into the conversation.    

By directly addressing Jim, the clinician slightly expanded the focus of the group 

to include him. The other participants acknowledged this and shifted their attention to 

Jim, which compelled Jim to participate. By becoming the new speaker, Jim now had an 

active role in the group, thus allowing him to add to the discussion and engage with the 

group. 

Balance 

 

Clinician-appointed turns also facilitated a balance of turns within the group. In 

the beginning of the discussion (i.e., the first 8 lines), Dan claimed 3 turns, C1 claimed 3 

turns, C2 claimed 2 turns, and Jim claimed 0 turns. The contributing participants engaged 

in the topic until its completion, at which point Dan chose to read the reading prompt 

independently to himself. 

In line 8, Dan changed his positioning and physically separated himself from the 

group, thus disengaging from the group. In the following line, C1 directly addressed Jim 
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and appointed him as the group’s next speaker. Jim claimed his first turn in line 10, and 

in response Dan re-entered the group discussion in line 12. By introducing a new speaker, 

a new layer of depth was added to the conversation, thus facilitating diversity and balance 

of turns. A balance of turns yielded richer conversation which stimulated the group, thus 

promoting member engagement.  

Participant Affirmation 

 

 Another conversation action that lead to PPPA engagement was participant 

affirmation. Participant affirmation included words of encouragement or 

acknowledgement from the clinicians or other group members. Affirmation resulted in 

member feelings of positivity and belonging, enabling the members with PPPA to be 

engaged in the group. 

 In Example 9, the participants discussed birthdays. During the discussion, the 

group discovered Jim was the oldest participant in the group. In response, the rest of the 

participants gave Jim compliments.  

Example 9  

32. C1:   [So Jim is 19 (.) 35, and Dan ((begins to write dates on whiteboard and 

uses marker to point to Dan)) is 19 (.) 46. ((show Jim the whiteboard then shows 

group)) 

((Group looks at whiteboard))] 

33. C1: ((displays whiteboard so all group members can see)) 

34. Dan: No hopefully I, that’s right. ((looks at whiteboard)) That’s right. 

35. C1: ((clicks tongue and places whiteboard down)) There we go. 

36. Dan: ((turns to face Jim)) Well, you look great! = 

37. C1: ((smiles and faces Jim)) = You look great. = 

38. C2: ((laughs and faces Jim)) = You look great! 

39. Jim: ((faces Dan, maintains eye contact, and smiles)) 

40. Dan: No, really good. 

41. Jim: ((looks at Dan and smiles)) 

42. C1 and C2: ((laugh)) 
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43. C1: That was great! That’s awesome. 

44. Dan: ((talks quietly to himself)) 

45. C1: ((turns and faces Jim)) Jim, you’ve lived a lot of life. 

Positivity 

 

 Participant affirmation was evident throughout Example 9. Words of affirmation 

served to foster a positive environment, thereby inviting participant engagement. In 

Example 9, both clinicians and Dan provided Jim with words of affirmation. By 

encouraging Jim, the dynamic of the group was established as a welcoming space. 

Though Jim did not verbally respond to the group’s words of affirmation, he signaled 

engagement via his eye gaze and positive affect (i.e., smiling). Additionally, providing 

Jim words of affirmation resulted in Dan’s sustained engagement. Dan’s enthusiasm and 

positivity lead to his greater involvement in the interaction.  

 In the beginning of the conversation (line 32), C1 opened the floor for further 

discussion regarding the members’ birth years. C1 writing the years on a whiteboard for 

the rest of the group served to capture the group’s attention and facilitate group 

comprehension of the new topic. By directing their gaze toward the whiteboard, the rest 

of the group signaled passive engagement. In line 34, Dan demonstrated more active 

engagement, indicated by the close attention to detail he paid to ensuring the accuracy of 

C1’s response and written information; however, his contribution only served to confirm 

C1’s comments and did little to further the conversation. In response, C1 placed the 

whiteboard down, clicked her tongue, and appeared to end the conversation (line 35). 

Although the conversation seemed to collapse, in line 36 Dan managed to continue the 

seemingly stale topic of conversation and elicit engagement from Jim, a member who had 

not yet meaningfully contributed to the conversation.  
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 Dan’s positivity in line 36 appeared to revitalize the conversation and change the 

dynamic of the group. Following Dan’s words of affirmation, both clinicians responded 

with enthusiastic latched utterances echoing Dan’s compliment. From here the dynamic 

of the group transformed, demonstrated by the positive and harmonious rapport. In line 

39, Jim smiled and directed his eye gaze specifically toward Dan in response. Although 

Jim did not verbally respond, Jim’s positive non-verbal behavior was his only specific 

and meaningful action in the interaction and signaled increased engagement in the 

conversation. Furthermore, the words of affirmation directed toward Jim resulted in 

greater attention focused on him. In line 45, by addressing Jim, C1 shifted the 

conversation to Jim, providing another opportunity for him to engage in the group. 

Belonging 

 

 Affiliation to the group was also found to be beneficial for member engagement. 

When members felt like they belonged to the group, they were in a more comfortable 

position to contribute to the group. Considering Jim’s difficulty with actively contributing 

to the group, the possibility that he might be discouraged from trying to participate 

existed. However, due to the participant affirmation, a sense of belonging was fostered. 

The threat of Jim feeling too discouraged to participate was mitigated by the group’s 

overt expression of warmth and inclusion. Repeated words of encouragement functioned 

to create a sense of unity, which maintained Jim’s engagement. 

In the beginning of the sequence (i.e., lines 32-35), Jim had no conversational 

turns or notable non-verbal behaviors signaling engagement in the conversation. In line 

35, C1 sensed the end of the topic of discussion and left the direction of the conversation 
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open-ended, as observed by her non-verbal behaviors (i.e., clicking her tongue and 

putting the whiteboard back down on the table). This opportunity allowed Dan to involve 

Jim in the conversation.  

In lines 37 to 39, group members consecutively directed uplifting comments 

toward Jim, a member who was notably more reserved. Jim, who usually exhibited a flat 

affect, responded in line 40 with a smile, which was notable because this was his first 

meaningful non-verbal behavior in this conversational sequence. Jim’s smile 

demonstrated appreciation for the group, and the positive feelings created by participant 

affirmation served to compel Jim’s engagement. The group’s affirmation assisted in 

solidifying Jim’s place in the group, thus promoting feelings of belonging. 

Member Support 

 

 Clinicians prompting the members to help resolve comprehension problems in the 

group also led to engagement in PPPA. By providing additional support to the group, the 

member assumed a greater role, which bolstered levels of confidence and increased 

participation. In Example 10, during body part bingo, the group struggled deducing the 

body part from C1’s clue. Dan particularly struggled with the clue. 

Example 10 

487. C2: All right /I’ll/ I’ll draw that one just for you. ((looks for picture and 

laughs)) 

488. C1: ((laughs and faces Jim)) He really wants that one. 

489. Jim: ((looks at Dan’s board)) 

490. Dan: xxxx ((continues looking down at board and talks quietly)) 

491. C2: All right, um I’ll give it a tricky clue though. 

492. Dan: xxxx ((points to another picture on his bingo board)) 

493. C2: ((faces Dan)) So when you go to the doctor’s office he uses his little 

hammer ((imitates motion with hand)) and it makes /your/ your leg kick. 

494. C1: ((copies C2’s hand gesture))  
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495. C2: He hits this body part, ((repeats hand motion)) 

496. Dan: xxxx ((points to picture of the knee on his bingo board)) right here.  

497. C2: Yes! 

498. C1: ((laughs)) 

499. C2: Yeah, what is that called?  

500. C1: ((turns to face Jim)) He goes,  ((taps knee with hand)) 

501. Jim: ((reaches to mark item on board)) 

502. Dan: He goes xxxx ((looks down at board, points to picture, and talks quietly 

to himself)) 

503. C1: What is that called, Jim? = 

504. Jim: = [Knee] ((marks item on board)) 

505. Dan: [Nay] xxxx ((talks quietly to himself)) =  

506. C2: = knee 

507. Dan: Knee knee! 

508. C1: The knee. 

Giving Purpose  

 

 Prompting a member to support the group increased engagement because it 

allowed the member to take a greater role in the group. This added responsibility 

facilitated comprehension for struggling members. In line 502, Dan demonstrated notable 

difficulty with solving the clue, indicated by introspective withdrawal and subvocal self-

talk.  

In the beginning of Example 10 (i.e., 487-491), the clinicians were joking with 

Dan and exhibited playfulness. C1 attempted to include Jim in the inside joke in line 488; 

however, at this point in the conversation, Jim was not truly involved in the interaction. 

Later in the conversation, Dan had difficulty understanding C1’s clue, demonstrated in 

line 502 by him repeating C1’s clue quietly to himself. Following this, C1 prompted Jim 

to help Dan. Jim, having already solved the clue as demonstrated in line 501, quickly 

responded with the correct answer, signaling his engagement. In the beginning of the 

sequence, Jim participated passively (i.e., marking item on his board rather than saying 

the name aloud); however, after being asked to help, Jim responded readily and quickly 
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produced the correct answer, thereby demonstrating an increased level of engagement 

and serving as a model for Dan. 

Solidarity   

 

 Member support also served to increase member solidarity. While clinician 

support was helpful, PPPA member support functioned to strengthen the relationship 

between the members. Fostering connections between the members was significant 

because it created an additional layer of depth to the group dynamic and it allowed the 

members greater autonomy in group conversations. Because of this, the success or failure 

of the conversation was not solely dependent on the clinicians.  

After Jim solved the clue in line 502, Dan appeared self-focused (e.g., eye contact 

away from the group). Dan appeared removed from the interaction and seemed intent on 

resolving his communication need independently. However, when C1 prompted Jim to 

help, Dan was more receptive of Jim’s support. Dan produced an overlapping utterance in 

line 505 which signaled his enthusiasm and re-engagement in the group. In line 508, Dan 

excitedly repeated the answer again, providing evidence for feelings of positivity. 

Prompting Jim to help the group served to help move the interaction forward and fostered 

a sense of solidarity between Jim and Dan, thus strengthening the connections in the 

group.  

Summary 

 

 Analysis of five samples depicting engagement revealed key non-verbal (i.e., eye 

gaze and body orientation, laughter, smiles, expressive/affective tones) and verbal (i.e., 

latches, overlapping utterances, repetition of words and phrases) behaviors signaling 
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engagement. These non-verbal and verbal behaviors not only signaled participant 

engagement but were also used to initiate and maintain engagement in the group. 

Additionally, results found the following conversational actions led to disengagement: 

unclear primary speaker, unsupportive responses, and greater focus on one group 

member. These conversational actions were produced by both clinicians and PPPA. 

When these conversational actions were observed, PPPA disengaged from the interaction. 

Further analysis revealed that the following conversational actions led to engagement: 

clinician-appointed turns, participant affirmation, and member support. These 

conversational actions were observed in both the clinicians and PPPA and enabled PPPA 

to re-engage and/or maintain engagement in the group.  
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Figure 3.1 Non-Verbal Behaviors Indicative of Engagement and Their Conversational 

Functions. 
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Figure 3.2 Verbal Behaviors Indicative of Engagement and Their Conversational 

Functions. 
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Figure 3.3 Brace Chart Depicting Conversational Actions Resulting in Disengagement 

and Categorization of Themes. 
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Figure 3.4 Brace Chart Depicting Conversational Actions Resulting in Engagement and 

Categorization of Themes. 
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4. DISCUSSION 

 

 This study analyzed engagement involving group interactions with persons with 

primary progressive aphasia (PPPA) and graduate student clinicians. Literature involving 

the initiation and management of engagement in aphasia groups exists; however, there is 

no study to date examining engagement in group interactions involving members with 

primary progressive aphasia (PPA). As the literature regarding treatment for PPPA 

continues to grow, understanding engagement would be beneficial for maximizing 

treatment effects and outcomes. Because of the importance of engagement to effective 

group treatment, engagement was analyzed via content analysis and elements of 

conversation analysis. 

To better understand engagement and conversational actions influencing 

engagement, this study examined which strategies were commonly used to 

initiate/maintain engagement in groups for PPPA and potentially identified strategies for 

initiating/maintaining engagement unique to PPPA. Although continued group 

engagement is difficult to achieve, results found that certain behaviors and conversational 

actions indicated and resulted in both engagement and disengagement. The following 

sections will discuss findings regarding the identification of non-verbal and verbal 

behaviors indicative of engagement, conversational actions resulting in disengagement, 

and conversational actions resulting in engagement.  
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Non-Verbal and Verbal Behaviors Indicative of Engagement 

 

 Consistent with research conducted in the aphasia literature by Simmons-Mackie 

and Damico (2009), findings of this study revealed that non-verbal behaviors such as eye 

gaze and body orientation as well as laughter, smiling, and positive affect indicated 

member engagement. These non-verbal behaviors were found to serve as reliable 

observational indicators for determining engagement in the group. Comparable to the 

non-verbal behaviors examined in Simmons-Mackie and Damico’s 2009 study, eye gaze 

and body orientation, laughter, smiling, and positive affect functioned as a signal of 

engagement and a useable resource to facilitate engagement. In this study, both members 

with PPA and clinicians used non-verbal behaviors (i.e., eye gaze, body orientation, 

laughter, smiling, and affective/expressive tones) to elicit engagement from less involved 

group members and to maintain overall group engagement. Furthermore, findings on 

laughter confirmed previous research conducted in the stroke-induced aphasia literature: 

Similar to the groups examined by Kovarsky, Curran, and Nichols (2009), laughter 

served to indicate engagement and strengthen emotional bonds within the group. 

Additionally, a study by Simmons-Mackie and Schultz (2003) found that humor was a 

helpful resource to solicit greater participation in treatment and foster solidarity among 

the group members. Consistent with findings from Kovarsky, Curran, and Nichols (2009) 

and Simmons-Mackie and Schultz (2003), this study found laughter to signal positive 

emotions, group camaraderie, and increased involvement. 

Verbal behaviors such as latches, overlapping utterances, and repeated words or 

phrases were also indicative of member engagement. Findings regarding repetition of 

words and/or phrases as an observational marker of engagement were consistent with 
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previous research conducted by Duchan (2009). Repetition and latched and overlapping 

utterances demonstrated engagement in the group, which was consistent with the concept 

of dialogic resonance discussed by Duchan. Dialogic resonance is described as a means 

by which engagement is experienced and signaled. In dialogic resonance, communication 

partners signal engagement via synchronicity demonstrated by these verbal behaviors. In 

this study, repetition was observed to signal agreement and indicate harmony in the 

group, thus serving to maintain and increase member engagement.  

Conversational Actions Leading to Disengagement 

  

 Clinicians and members with PPA in this study demonstrated conversational 

actions that resulted in the disengagement of one or more members. Analysis of these 

conversational actions provided greater insight regarding specific conversational actions 

that resulted in PPPA disengagement during small group interactions. Conversational 

actions leading to disengagement were found to exclude the members from the group. 

Instances in which the primary speaker was unclear, responses were not 

supportive/helpful, and there was greater focus on one group member limited members’ 

ability to participate, thereby displacing them from the group.  

 Instances in which the primary speaker was unclear potentially fostered feelings 

of uncertainty and resulted in the rest of the group engaging in separate conversations. 

When there was no primary speaker, there was no clear expectation regarding the topic of 

conversation, the direction of the interaction, or the role of the clinicians’ or members’ 

role, which led the group to splinter conversationally. This observation was consistent 

with previous research on groups involving persons with stroke-induced aphasia 
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(Simmons-Mackie et al., 2007): Mediating group communication (i.e., supporting 

communication impairments in struggling members) and aiding in turn allocation (i.e., 

managing transitions in conversational turns) are vital components for management of 

group interaction in aphasia groups. Without a primary speaker, the structure of the 

interaction deteriorates, thus resulting in the clinicians’ inability to adequately facilitate 

the interaction.   

 Findings revealed that when responses were unsupportive/unhelpful during a 

group session, members became disengaged either due to confusion or exclusion. During 

one conversation, C1’s attempts at indirect cueing for Dan and for Jim resulted in 

disengagement in both members. This observation was consistent with previous research 

conducted by Lee and Azios (2020), who found that unskilled use of therapeutic 

strategies resulted in participant disengagement. Unskilled use of strategies was found to 

highlight linguistic difficulties in group members with aphasia.  

 When one member required greater support during the group session, both 

clinicians chose to devote their attention to the struggling member. Overt communication 

difficulties during conversation pose a clear threat to engagement. Considering the 

relative inexperience of both clinicians and the collaborative nature of their roles as co-

facilitators, the clinicians may have thought that jointly providing support would resolve 

the struggling member’s communication problem more quickly and efficiently; however, 

both clinicians gave greater focus to the member in immediate need and failed to support 

the other member, resulting in the disengagement of the other member. This finding was 

consistent with previous research on facilitator behaviors leading to disengagement in 

persons with aphasia: Similar to the graduate student facilitators in Lee and Azios’s 
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(2020) study, the clinicians in this study missed opportunities to involve the other 

member in the conversation.  

 One other possible reason for one of the members (Jim) disengaging periodically 

could have been his hearing loss which may have negatively affected his ability to 

consistently participate. Although he had hearing aids, he wore them infrequently during 

group sessions. During the session chosen, Jim was not wearing his hearing aids or an 

assistive listening device. Gopinath et al. (2012) found that persons with hearing 

impairments had a three times higher risk of developing social and emotional deficits. 

Thus, social and emotional difficulties stemming from his hearing impairment may have 

impacted Jim’s engagement in the group. 

Conversational Actions Leading to Engagement 

 

Results examining conversational actions leading to engagement were in 

agreement with previous research (Simmons-Mackie et al., 2007) involving aphasia 

groups, and serve to enhance knowledge regarding engagement in group interactions. In 

accordance with well-managed aphasia groups (Simmons-Mackie et al., 2007), clinician-

appointed turns were found to be important for maintaining and increasing engagement in 

the group for this study. Additionally, balance of turns created symmetry of discourse. 

When clinicians facilitated equal contributions in discourse, they potentially served to 

provide positive models of engagement. For instance, through observation of an active 

and engaged group, the members of the group may be more inclined to follow the group’s 

model.  
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Participant affirmation was found to maintain or increase engagement. While no 

previous research had suggested that participant affirmation is associated with 

engagement, participant affirmation’s impact on engagement was similar to the effects of 

laughter on engagement. In a study by Kovarsky, Curran, and Nichols (2009), laughter 

was found to increase solidarity and rapport among the members, thus promoting 

engagement in group interactions. Similar to laughter, the goodwill fostered by 

participant affirmation also fostered rapport and affiliation.  

While no previous research specifically examined the effect of member support 

on engagement, research conducted by Simmons-Mackie et al. (2007) found that 

establishing discourse equality was important for properly managing group interactions. 

In the well-managed aphasia groups, clinicians were not the sole gatekeepers of the 

interaction. Instead, each member in the group had equal opportunities to participate. 

Considering this, member support may have been beneficial for group engagement in this 

study because it gave the members more opportunities to contribute to the group, rather 

than just waiting expectantly for a turn in the conversation.  

Clinical Applications 

 

The findings regarding verbal and non-verbal behaviors indicating engagement 

have significant implications for operationally defining engagement during small group 

interactions. Engagement is often used to describe group member participation; however, 

because engagement is a complex phenomenon encompassing terms such as involvement 

and emotional connection, engagement is a difficult concept to objectively determine. 

Additionally, because there is not a standard definition of engagement, reported 
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engagement may vary based on clinician experience. Identifying behaviors signaling 

engagement helps to provide a basis for citing engagement in treatment. Results from this 

study revealed that behaviors previously found to be associated with engagement in 

persons with aphasia (e.g., laughter, eye gaze and body orientation) (Simmons-Mackie & 

Damico, 2009) were also found to demonstrate engagement in this study with PPPA. 

The results of the study also have implications for the clinicians’ role in group 

interactions involving persons with communication impairments. Previous research (Lee 

& Azios, 2020; Simmons-Mackie & Kovarsky, 2009) suggests that clinicians exert 

considerable influence over the facilitation of the interactions. Findings suggest that 

group members use the clinicians’ model as a cue for how to interact with the group. 

Considering this, for clinicians to adequately foster engagement in group interactions, it 

is critical that clinicians understand the nature of engagement and their role in promoting 

it. Additionally, findings from this study provide support for the incorporation of 

videotaped interactions in clinical training and education. Review of videotaped sessions 

may yield insight regarding the interactional aspects of treatment not addressed in the 

classroom setting. Furthermore, review of videotaped sessions may reveal to clinicians 

missed opportunities to maximize group participation. 

Strengths of the Study 

 

 The strengths of this study include the use of two different methods of analysis as 

researcher experience and contrasting representations of PPA observed in the members. 

First, both a content analysis and a elements of conversation analysis were used to 

analyze the data. With content analysis, the researcher coded for behaviors and 
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conversational actions relating to engagement and disengagement. Using conversation 

analysis, the researcher was fully immersed in the data and able to further examine the 

context of the interaction via turn taking and sequencing. Through the use of these 

analyses, the researcher captured two dimensions of engagement, thus providing 

additional insight.  

 Another strength of the study involved the researcher’s relationship to the group. 

Prior to the study, the researcher served as a graduate student clinician in the group. 

Because of this, the researcher was deeply familiar with the dynamic of the group and the 

personalities of each member. The researcher’s experience was beneficial for providing 

context that an objective party might lack.  

 Lastly, although there were only two members with PPA involved in the study, 

both members presented with different communication impairments (i.e., Jim had more 

difficulty initiating expressively, Dan had more difficulty with comprehension and word 

retrieval). Based on observations from the videotaped session, suspected subtypes of PPA 

were distinct for each member. One member appeared to have the semantic variant of 

PPA (svPPA), while the other member appeared to have the logopenic variant of PPA 

(lvPPA). Because of the difference in their communication profiles, the researcher was 

able to examine varying communication needs of PPPA.  

Limitations of the Study  

 

Possible limitations of the study involved lack of diversity (i.e., use of only two 

group participants with PPPA, use of only two clinicians, and use of only one group 

session), researcher bias, and instrumentation errors. First, data were analyzed from only 
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one session involving PPPA. Because of this, results derived from the session may have 

failed to capture relevant person-specific information. For instance, through review of 

more videotaped sessions, additional behaviors that were unique to the individual with 

PPA might be discovered. Additionally, only two PPPA were represented in the video. 

Although each PPPA in the group session demonstrated different communication 

impairments, inclusion of only two PPPA may not fully represent the rest of the 

population of PPPA. In addition, only two student clinicians were observed.  

Observation of different clinicians would provide greater insight on common 

strategies used to elicit and maintain engagement. Furthermore, because each clinician 

has a unique clinical persona, observation of different clinicians might yield more 

information. Clinical personas greatly impact patient rapport in treatment and shape the 

relationship dynamic. Because of the difference in clinical styles and personalities, 

strategies implemented by one clinician may not be as effective as those implemented by 

another clinician. Secondly, because the primary researcher was also a participant in the 

study, bias in interpretation of the results is a possibility. Though interpretations were 

discussed and challenged by less involved parties, the researcher’s background shaped 

her interpretation of the data. Unconscious bias may have affected the researcher’s 

interpretations. Lastly, instrumentation errors may have occurred due to human error 

and/or audiovisual recording limitations. The researcher transcribed the chosen video 

session manually, and although the transcript was reviewed multiple times throughout the 

course of the project, the possibility of transcription errors exists due to factors such as 

transcription fatigue, familiarity with the data, and typing errors.   
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Future Directions 

 

Future research studying group interactions involving PPPA may explore using a 

larger sample size (e.g., multiple PPA groups, more group members, multiple sessions 

across time) to provide additional information regarding the PPA population. Recent 

reports estimated the prevalence rate of PPA is 15 to 22 cases per 100,000 in people aged 

45 to 65, and incidence estimates are 2.7 to 4.1 cases per 100,000 (Simmons-Mackie, 

2018). A larger sample size may be more reflective of the needs of PPPA. Furthermore, 

observation of different individuals with PPA may yield more information regarding 

beneficial strategies used by the members to elicit and/or maintain engagement. PPPA 

vary in background and experience, and how they interact is shaped by these personal 

factors. Observation of a variety of PPPA may provide more information regarding 

additional methods of member support.   

Future research using multiple PPA groups may also explore different strategies 

used by different clinicians. Because each clinician has a unique clinical persona, 

different clinicians may use certain strategies, based on their clinical experience, to 

promote engagement (Simmons-Mackie et al., 2007). Furthermore, examining and 

contrasting experienced clinicians and novice clinicians may provide valuable 

information involving effective communication strategies. While this study only observed 

the facilitative strategies used by graduate student clinicians, a study incorporating 

professional, experienced clinicians may identify different strategies used to foster 

engagement. The greater breadth of experience a professional clinician has may yield 

more effective strategies for facilitating member engagement. Furthermore, the strategies 
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observed by different clinicians may provide confirmation of previously researched 

strategies/techniques that promote engagement.  

Future research should consider incorporating feedback from PPPA. Because 

treatment is geared toward PPPA, including their perspective would be quite valuable. 

Throughout the analysis of the data, information regarding the feelings and thoughts of 

the members with PPPA was speculative because of the lack of feedback from them. 

Including the perspective of PPPA would be beneficial for providing firsthand 

experiences of group treatment. In a four-step, four-pronged model (FOURC) proposed 

by Haley et al. (2019), an incorporation of the clients’ thoughts and concerns regarding 

treatment led to enhanced motivation and increased communication. Thus, feedback from 

PPPA during future research involving social interactions may be beneficial.  

Conclusions 

 

 Overall, findings from this study are consistent with previous research regarding 

behavioral indicators of engagement and conversational actions leading to engagement 

and disengagement. Findings suggest that strategies commonly used for aphasia groups 

are helpful in small group interactions involving PPPA. While engagement in group 

interaction is composed of many complex factors, the behaviors and conversational 

actions studied were found to be influential determiners of engagement and 

disengagement. Because engagement is important for effective treatment, understanding 

the purpose that these behaviors and conversational actions serve in group interactions is 

vital. By increasing engagement during treatment, clinicians can maximize therapeutic 
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effects, improve treatment outcomes, and maintain participation in desired life events for 

as long as possible. 
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APPENDIX A: TRANSCRIPTION NOTATION 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 

  

[ Overlapping utterances or turns. 

= Contiguous utterances with no interval between talk. 

(.) A short untimed pause within the flow of talk. 

: A prolongation or stretching out of a sound as in 

‘‘bo:::y.’’ 

. Falling or stopping inflection. 

, Continuing inflection. 

? Rising inflection (not necessarily a question). 

! Animated tone. 

xxxx Unintelligible utterance. 

(( )) Double parentheses enclose a description of the 

setting or some phenomenon such as gesture. 

/ / Repetition or correction of message while speaking 
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APPENDIX B: FULL TRANSCRIPT 

 

1. Dan: ((standing)) I wanted to tell ya ((points to date on a paper posted on the wall)) 

actually mine’s in six. 

2. C1: [Yup you’re birthday is.] 

3. C2: [Oh yes yeah.] 

4. C1: 1946 = 

5. C2  = Mmhmm. = 

6. Dan: 1946. ((sits in chair))  = 

7. C1:  = So John Lennon was six years older than you. 

8. Dan: xxxx ((turns and looks at reading prompt taped to the wall behind him)) xxxx. 

9. C1: ((looks at Jim)) Jim, what year were you born? 

10. Jim: ((looks at C1)) 1935. ((looks at group)) = 

11. C1: = Thirty-five. = 

12. Dan: = ((looks at Jim)) Thirty-five. =  

13. Jim: = ((looks at Dan)) Yeah. =  

14. Dan: ((looks at Jim)) = O::h boy! = 

15. C1 and C2: ((laugh)) 

16. Dan: = You’re better than me! ((turns toward paper posted on the wall)) 

17. C1: In 1935. 

18. Dan: xxxx ((turns toward paper posted on the wall and quietly reads aloud))  

19. C1:  On, = 

20. Dan: = John ((continues facing paper posted on the wall, while quietly reading)) 

21. C2: ((looks back and forth between the group and Dan)) 

22. C1: ((shifts gaze to Jim and smiles)) What day? 

23. Dan: ((repositions body toward the group and looks at Jim)) xxxx 

24. Jim: January seventh, 1935. 

25. C1: Wo:::w! ((turns to face Dan)) = 

26. C2: = ((looks at Jim)) Wo:::w! = 

27. Dan: = Woa:h that’s great! 
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28. C1 and C2: ((laugh))  

29. Jim: ((smiles and directs eye gaze toward Dan)) 

30. Dan: I hope that I can get there! 

31. C1 and C2: ((laugh)) 

32. Dan: [Someday.] 

33. C1:   [So Jim is 19 (.) 35, and Dan ((begins to write dates on whiteboard and uses 

marker to point to Dan)) is 19 (.) 46. ((show Jim the whiteboard then shows 

group)) 

((Group looks at whiteboard))] 

34. C1: ((displays whiteboard so all group members can see)) 

35. Dan: No hopefully I, that’s right. ((looks at whiteboard)) That’s right. 

36. C1: ((clicks tongue and places whiteboard down)) There we go. 

37. Dan: ((turns to face Jim)) Well, you look great! = 

38. C1: ((smiles and faces Jim)) = You look great. = 

39. C2: ((laughs and faces Jim)) = You look great! 

40. Jim: ((faces Dan, maintains eye contact, and smiles)) 

41. Dan: No, really good. 

42. Jim: ((looks at Dan and smiles)) 

43. C1 and C2: ((laugh)) 

44. C1: That was great! That’s awesome. 

45. Dan: ((talks quietly to himself)) 

46. C1: ((turns and faces Jim)) Jim, you’ve lived a lot of life. 

47. Jim: ((removes glasses and rubs his eyes)) 

48. Dan: Yeah you have = 

49. C2: = mmhmm. 

50. C1: That’s pretty amazing. 

51. C2: ((looks at Jim)) Were you a big John Lennon fan? 

52. Jim: ((places glasses back on)) John Lennon fan. Uh::: fan of his. 

53. C1: ((continues to face Jim and nods head)) 

54. Jim: Uh::: wa::sn’t a fan of his. ((looks at C2)) Wasn’t a fan of his. ((looks down)) 
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55. C1: You weren’t a fan of his. = 

56. Jim: = Yeah. 

57. C1: O::h. So then, his birthday doesn’t mean a lot to you huh? 

58. Jim: ((lifts head up and looks at group)) 

59. C2: ((laughs)) 

60. Dan: He already dead. 

61. C1: ((turns to face Dan and laughs then turns and faces Jim)) Do you like any of 

his music? 

62. Jim: ((looks at C1 then looks down at his feet)) 

63. C1: ((turns and faces computer)) (.) I was gonna play one of his songs. = 

64. Dan: = ((turns to face C1)) No I have I like some of ‘em. 

65. C1: I’m gonna play one and I’m gonna see if ya’ll can, name that tune. 

66. Dan: Okay. 

67. C1: ((looks at Jim, then looks at the group and laughs)) 

((Music begins to play)) 

68. C2: ((sways to the music)) 

69. Dan: ((begins to sing along)) 

70. C2: ((turns and faces Dan and smiles)) There you go Dan! 

71. Dan: ((continues singing along)) 

72. Jim: ((turns attention toward Dan)) 

73. C2: ((hums along to the song)) 

74. C1: ((clicks tongue)) There we go::. I kinda stopped it early. I hope that’s okay. = 

75. Dan: = Yeah that’s okay. = 

76. C1 and C2: ((laugh)) 

77. Dan: But I like that. 

78. C1: It’s a good song, it’s kinda somber, = 

79. C2: = Yeah. 

80. C1: Kinda like, ((slumps shoulders)) oh imagine. =  

81. Dan: = Yeah. 

82. C1 and C2: ((laugh)) 
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83. Dan: ((reaches hand to behind neck and scratches)) It’s hard. = 

84. C1: = Yeah. 

85. C2: Jim’s like nahh. ((shakes head and laughs)) 

86. Jim: ((faces C1 and slightly smiles)) 

87. C1: ((faces Jim and laughs)) 

88. C2: Jim’s tuning out. ((laughs)) 

89. Jim: (( slowly looks from C1 to C2 then looks down)) 

90. C1: ((laughs)) There we go. ((erases whiteboard)) So yup, do you know the name 

of that song? ((turns to face Jim and continues wiping whiteboard)) = 

91. Jim: = I don’t know the name of the song. 

92. C1: ((continues to looks Jim expectantly and smiles)) (.) You don’t know it? 

((turns and faces Dan)) 

93. C2: ((turns and faces Dan)) Do you know it Dan? ((points to Dan)) 

94. Dan: What? 

95. C2: Do you know the name of that song? ((points to ears then point to computer)) 

96. Dan: (.) I don’t know. 

97. C1: It’s called Imagine. ((points to a piece of paper on the table detailing 

information about the song)) 

98. Dan: Oh! = 

99. C2: = Yeah. 

100. C1: And it came out in 1971. ((continues to point at that sheet of paper and looks 

at Jim)) 

((Group directs attention toward sheet of paper C1 is reading from)) 

101. Dan: [xxxx] 

102. C1:   [John Lennon] ((writes the song’s title and date on whiteboard)) Imagine (.) 

1971, so y’all were definitely born. ((smiles)) = 

103. C2: = ((laughs)) = 

104. Dan: = Yeah. 

105. C1: [We were not] ((points back and forth between herself and C2)) 

106. C2: [We’re not] 
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107. C1: Ya’ll were. 

108. Dan: You were not. 

109. C1: ((points back and forth between herself and C2)) We weren’t born until = 

110. Dan: = No:: 

111. C1: 1995. ((raises eyebrows and points to self)) 

112. Dan: Really? 

113. C1: ((points to C2)) 

114. C2: 1996. ((points to self)) 

115. C1: ((smiles and nods)) We barely made it into /into/ the 90’s ((brings two fingers 

close together indicating a small amount)) 

116. Dan: Yeah know. ((slightly nods head)) 

117. C2: ((laughs)) 

118. C1: ((raises eyebrows)) Almost the 2000s.  

119. Dan: xxxx ((talks quietly to himself)) 

120. C1: I’m glad we’re 90’s kids. = 

121. C2: = Yeah me too! 

122. Dan: Yeah I know yeah. ((nods head)) 

123. C1 and C2: ((laugh)) 

124. C1: But that’s pretty cool ((turns and faces Jim and points at Jim)) You can say 

you’re a 30’s kid. 

125. Jim: ((lifts head up and looks at C1)) 

126. C2: ((laughs)) 

127. C1: ((turns and points to Dan)) And you can say you’re a 40’s kid. = 

128. Dan: = 40. 

129. C1: That’s pretty cool! = 

130. Dan: = Yeah. 

131. C1: Pretty awesome.  

132. Dan: Yeah. 

133. C1: All right, well, we’re gonna, do a little, ((points to a written agenda, 

summarizing the topics and activities to be completed during the meeting, posted 
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on the wall)) let’s see what’s next. Will you read that for us Jim? ((points to 

written agenda again, then stands up and moves closer to the agenda)) What’s after 

this day in history? 

134. Jim: ((faces C1, then turns to schedule and reads aloud)) This day in history 

bingo. ((turns toward group and looks at Dan)) = 

135. Dan: = Bingo. = 

136. C1: = Bingo! = 

137. Dan: = You said bingo. 

138. C1: Dan, do you want to check off our this day in history, ((uncaps marker and 

hands it to Dan)) 

139. Dan: xxxx ((talks quietly, takes the marker from C1, and stands up)) 

140. C1: Since we completed it? ((points to schedule on wall)) 

141. Dan: Wha wha wha? ((moves around confused)) What to do? 

142. C1: Just check it off. ((draws checkmark in the air with hand)) = 

143. Dan: = Check it off. 

144. C1: ((draws checkmark in the air with hand again)) Put a check mark next to this 

day in history. 

145. Dan: Right here? 

146. C1: Cause we finished that one. 

147. Dan: Right here? 

148. C2: [Yeah that’s fine.] 

149. C1: [On the, uh huh,  on the paper right there.] 

150. Dan: Right there? 

151. C1: [Yes.] 

152. C2: [Yes.] 

153. Dan: All right xxxx. 

154. C1: Just go ((uses finger to draw checkmark in the air)) check. 

155. Dan: Check. Okay. 

156. C1: (.) Per:fect! 

157. Dan: Here. 
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158. C1: So now like um (.) ((C1 reaches behind her and grabs papers)) Jim said we’re 

gonna do,  

159. C2: /I/ it accidently printed with /the names/ the names of them so, ((laughs))  

160. C1: ((laughs)) Oh. 

161. C2: But it’s okay they get a hint and if it’s too hard we can just pull it. 

162. C1: Perfect! Perfect. 

163. Dan: ((sits back down at the table)) 

164. C1: Do you want to do it? Since it was, your creation. ((hands materials to C2)) 

165. C2: Su::re. 

166. C1: Wonder, ((looks around)) what should we mark it with? 

167. Dan: ((moves paper containing information about the song from the previous 

activity toward himself)) That’s true. 

168. C2: ((looks at C1)) Oh yeah. 

169. C1: ((gets up and grabs paper from behind)) We can mark it with these. 

170. C2: Okay. = 

171. C1: = Or they can do a uh, 

172. C2: ((points to marker)) Or they can get um a [sharpie.] 

173. C1:                    [Sharpie.] 

174. C2: Okay guys. ((scoots chair closer to the group)) 

175. C1: ((looks at Jim)) Jim, we’re gonna play some bingo. ((points to bingo board)) 

176. C2: ((faces Dan)) You remember from last week right? 

177. Dan: Yeah. Yeah. 

178. C2: ((turns to Jim and points to Jim)) Jim have you ever played bingo? 

179. Jim: ((looks at C2)) Yeah. 

180. C1: ((laughs)) 

181. C2: Okay so this bingo is a body part bingo. I’m not gonna say exactly what the 

body part is ((pantomimes pulling a bingo card)) I’m just gonna describe it, = 

182. Dan: = Okay. = 

183. C2: = Or point to it /on/ on me. Okay? 

184. Dan: Okay. 
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185. C2: This is at the bottom of you:r leg. = 

186. Dan: = Yeah ((points at a picture of a knee)) there. = 

187. Jim: = Foot. = 

188. C1: = Foot! ((points at Jim)) Perfect!   

189. Dan: Yeah xxxx ((talks quietly to himself)) 

190. C1: Op! What is the arrow point to there Dan? 

191. Dan: ((continues to point to picture of the knee)) Hu:h? Oh knee ((points to 

another picture)) = 

192. C1: = Mmhmm so,  

193. Dan: ((points to picture of a knee)) xxxx knee right here. 

194. C1: So, Jim said [foot.] 

195. Dan:      [xxxx] ((talks quietly to himself)) 

196. C1: It’s at the bottom of your leg. 

197. Dan: ((continues to mumble and moves head closer to look at the board)) 

198. C1: Can you find the feet on your bingo card? 

199. Dan: Hu:h? ((picks up marker)) xxxx 

200. C1: Can you find the feet on your bingo card? 

201. Dan: ((holds the marker ready to mark the picture)) Which one? 

202. C1: These. ((lifts leg up and taps foot)) 

203. Dan: xxxx right here. ((attempts to mark picture)) 

204. C2: ((points to knee picture)) This is close. This is your [leg but,] 

205. Dan:              [Yeah I know.] 

206. C2: But it’s at the bottom. 

207. Dan: This xxxx bottom but this one xxxx this one. 

208. C2: Hm there’s a better answer. ((points to the direction of the correct item on the 

bingo board)) 

209. Dan: ((hovers marker over the picture of the knee)) Hu:h? I know right here. = 

210. C2: = Right there yeah, but there’s a picture for it another box. 

211. Dan: ((turns head to his left and talks quietly)) xxxx. 

212. C2: [Look,] 
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213. C1: [Look over] 

214. C2: Look around [Your board] 

215. C1:                    [Mmhmm.] 

216. C2: For a better picture. 

217. C1: /What is/ what do you walk with? 

218. Dan: Wha xxxx I walk with with my leg. ((voice sounds muffled and his head is 

turned toward the bingo board))  

219. C1: (.) What do you use to walk with, Dan? 

220. Dan: (.) What xxxx /my leg/ my leg is on here ((voice continues to sound muffled 

and he continues to look only at the bingo board)) 

221. C1 and C2: ((remain facing toward Dan and are focused on trying to provide 

support)) 

222. C2: Starts with an F. 

223. Jim: ((appears to doze off)) 

224. Dan: An F? 

225. C1: Here you go ((moves bingo board further up to draw Dan’s attention to area 

of the board containing the picture of the feet)) look down here a little bit. 

226. Dan: xxxx ((talks quietly to himself)) 

227. C1: Look over here. ((waves hand around the bottom of the board near the picture 

of the feet)) 

228. Dan: All right. ((voice sounds muffled)) 

229. C1: ((places arms on the table and lets head rest on hands, bringing her closer to 

Dan)) What do you walk with? What hits the ground every time you walk? 

230. Dan: Oh. Okay that one ((points at the board)) this I know what you’re saying. 

231. C1: ((smiles)) Yes! Can you find it on your board? 

232. Dan: ((points to the picture of the knee again)) /Right/ right here ((continues to 

point to the picture of the knee)) 

233. C1: [Mmhmm] ((reaches hand out and touches the edge of Dan’s board)) 

234. C2: [Right, but there’s a better picture.] = 
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235. Dan: = Yes yes yeah xxxx ((talks softly and pointer finger hovers around the 

other pictures)) 

236. C1: Look at all your pictures. ((uses hand to gesture to more pictures on the 

board)) 

237. Dan: xxxx oh okay. ((places hand up in a stop gesture and again points to the 

same wrong item)) 

238. Jim: ((head is hanging low and appears to be dozing off)) 

239. C1: ((turns toward Jim)) Can you find yours, Jim? ((points to the Jim’s bingo 

board)) 

240. Jim: ((brings himself closer to the board and points to the correct picture)) 

241. Dan: xxxx /I can/ I can/ I can, ((looks down at his bingo board and continues 

pointing to the picture of the knee)) 

242. C1: ((looks at Jim’s bingo board)) There it is.  

243. Dan: Right in here. Right here. ((continues looking at his bingo board and 

pointing to incorrect picture)) 

244. Jim: ((marks the item on his board)) 

245. C2: ((looks at Jim’s bingo board))There we go!  

246. Dan: ((continues looking at his bingo board and pointing to it)) Right there. 

247. C2: Perfect!  

248. Dan: xxxx 

249. C2: Oh that works, as the peel it off. ((uses hands to motion how bingo item is 

marked) 

250. C1: Oh that’s true! Yeah. 

251. Dan: ((continues to look and point at the incorrect item)) And and he got toes too. 

= 

252. C1: ((reaches across the table and grabs the markers)) = Toes! You’re right. = 

253. Dan: = [Toes] 

254. C2:      [Toes.] But there’s a picture with just this. ((points to the board)) = 

255. Dan: = Just this one. =  

256. C2: = Yes, but you have to look for it. = 
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257. Dan: = Leg. Leg. ((continues to point at the incorrect item)) Right there. 

258. C1: ((pulls chair closer to the table)) Jim found his. ((point to correct item on 

Jim’s board)) 

259. Dan: xxxx 

260. C2: ((points the picture of feet on Jim’s board)) 

261. Dan: ((glances at Jim’s board)) Got it I got it 

262. C1: See Dan? ((taps at the correct item on Jim’s board)) Jim found his. 

263. Dan: ((looks down at his bingo board)) Yeah, I know. ((continues pointing to the 

picture of the knee)) 

264. C1: Where’s your picture like this? ((points to the correct item on Jim’s board)) 

265. Dan: (.)  xxxx ((talks quietly to himself)) 

266. C1: It looks like that. 

267. C2: ((again points to the correct item on Jim’s board)) 

268. Dan: xxxx like this? ((continues pointing to the incorrect picture)) = 

269. C2: = Mmhmm /Look/ look at your board. Look at the bottom. ((makes a 

downward sweeping motion with hand)) 

270. C1: ((moves hand toward Dan’s board)) 

271. Dan: Oh hold on. ((moves hand forward and hits C1’s hand then points to the 

wrong item on Jim’s board)) 

272. C1: ((point to the Jim’s board)) Yup, you’re looking at that picture. 

273. Dan: ((talks quietly to himself)) 

274. C1: Where is that picture on your board? ((motions hand in a circle above Dan’s 

board and turns to Jim)) Do you see his Jim? = 

275. Jim: ((looks at the table)) = Yeah. 

276. C1: /Can you point/ can you helps him and point to it? ((points at Dan)) 

277. Jim: ((reaches across the table toward Dan’s board)) 

278. Dan: ((continues to look at board oblivious to Jim reaching toward him)) This is, 

279. C1: Look, Dan. ((touches the top of Dan’s bingo board)) 

280. C2: Dan, look. ((points to Dan’s bingo board)). = 

281. Dan: = Huh? 
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282. C1: ((moves Dan’s board closer to Jim)) Jim’s gonna help you, he’s gonna point 

to it. ((points downward)) 

283. Jim: ((reaches across the table and points to the picture of the feet on Dan’s 

board)) 

284. Dan: Which one xxx?  

285. C1: The::re you go. 

286. Dan: xxxx ((talks softly)) That’s right here ((again points to the incorrect picture 

on his board)) Is this one xxxx? 

287. C1: ((points to the picture of the knee)) So that’s your knee, = 

288. Dan: ((looks at his board)) = xxxx = 

289. C1: = But you’re looking for a foot. 

290. Dan: A foot! ((continues pointing at the incorrect item)) = 

291. C1: = Uh huh. ((again points at Dan’s board)) Which there is one in this picture 

292. Dan: xxxx Okay. 

293. C1: [But] there’s another [picture] ((waves finger around)) 

294. C2: [But,]                         [Yes.] 

295. C1: And Jim pointed it out to you. ((points from Jim to Dan)) 

296. Dan: xxxx What do I do? 

297. C1: Here you go, Jim point to it for him. ((pulls board toward Jim)) 

298. Jim: ((points to correct item on Dan’s board)) 

299. C1: Right there. 

300. Dan: ((moves forward and looks at his board)) Right there? = 

301. C2: = [Yep.] 

302. C1: = [Yea:h.] 

303. Dan: Okay O::h! 

304. C1: You see? 

305. Dan: Yeah I had yeah I see it now. ((moves board back in front of him)) 

306. C1: Feet! = 

307. Dan: = Feet 

308. C2: There you go! 
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309. C1: Perfect! Thanks Jim (.) All right so now she’s gonna describe another one 

((points at C2)) 

310. C2: Okay? = 

311. Dan: ((looks up from board at C2)) = Okay.  

312. C2: You use these to see. ((uses both hands and motions toward eyes)) = 

313. Dan: = [Eyes!] 

314. C2:      [There on your face.] ((points to face)) 

315. Dan: Eyes! 

316. C2: Yes! Perfect! 

317. Dan: It’s eyes! 

318. C1: Nice. 

319. C2: And you can peel this off ((reaches to Dan’s board and demonstrates marking 

Dan’s board)) when you find them. 

320. C1: ((turns and smiles at Jim)) Can you find what you use to see, Jim? 

321. Jim: ((reaches to his board and marks an item)) 

322. Dan: This one right here? ((points to other items on the board)) 

323. C2: Right. 

324. C1: Ohp! Almost. 

325. Dan: There is eyes. 

326. C1: ((facing Jim)) Not quite. 

327. Dan: Ni::ce ((points to item on board)) 

328. C1: ((reaches toward Jim’s board but withdraws hand quickly)) Yup you can peel 

it off. 

329. Dan: xxxx ((begins to mark board)) 

330. Jim: ((moves closer to board and attempts to mark another item on board)) 

331. C1: ((faces Jim and laughs)) 

332. C2: To make sure we know that you found it.  

333. Dan: ((marks board)) 

334. C2: Yeah. 

335. Dan: And here ((attempts to marks another item on board)) 
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336. C2: Oh, you don’t have to peel those off yet. ((waves hand in front of board)) 

‘cause remember we haven’t named this one. 

337. Dan: Oh xxxx. 

338. C1: Do you need help Jim? 

339. Jim: ((begins to mark his bingo board)) 

340. Dan: Who? Okay, now what? ((points at the bottom of his board)) 

341. Jim: ((marks correct item on board)) 

342. C1: [There we go!] Good job! 

343. C2: [Okay] 

344. Dan: xxxx  

345. C2: Perfect. 

346. Dan: xxxx 

347. C1: All right, we’ll put this one back. ((reaches toward Jim’s board and unmarks 

incorrect item)) 

348. Dan: xxxx 

349. C1: There you go! ((brings hand palm up toward Jim)) =  

350. Jim: = ((places paper in her hand)) = 

351. C1: = Thank you! Very good. 

352. C2: Okay, you ready for the next one? ((turns and faces Dan than looks at Jim)) 

353. Dan: ((looks down at board)) What? 

354. C1: ((turns to C2 and points to Jim)) Maybe Jim can describe one? 

355. C2: Okay! Sure! Perfect! ((grabs item and hands picture to C1)) 

356. Dan: xxxx. 

357. C1: Jim /can you describe/ can you describe ((points to picture)) what the arrow 

is pointing to? = 

358. Jim: ((moves closer to picture)) = Neck ((reaches forward to mark item on his 

bingo board)). 

359. C1 and C2: ((laugh)) 

360. C1: Can you describe it for Dan? ((motions to neck with hand then points to 

Dan)) /Tell him/ tell him about, 
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361. Dan: ((looks down at his bingo board)) Tims ((points to item on board)) 

362. C1: Can you tell him about your neck? ((moves head back to emphasize neck and 

motions to neck with hands)) 

363. Dan: Yeah you’re neck? ((continues to point to picture on board)) 

364. Jim: ((looks up toward Dan)) 

365. C2: ((looks at Dan’s board)) Yeah. Let’s find it on our board. 

366. Jim: ((places picture on the table and looks down)) 

367. Dan: ((finger hovers around multiple pictures on the board)) 

368. C1: (.) So it connects you::r, ((raises hands up)) 

369. Dan: ((looks down at his board)) Wait a minute wait ((point to multiple pictures 

on his board)) now say it again. 

370. C1: ((faces Dan)) Dan /it connects your/ this body part connects your head 

((places hand on head)) to your body. ((places hand on shoulders)) = 

371. Jim: = ((lifts his chin and displays his neck)) = 

372. C2: = Mmhmm = 

373. Dan: ((does not look at C1 and continues to face his board)) = Yeah. 

374. C1: (.) What would we call that? 

375. C2: (.) It holds your head up. ((motions to neck with hand)) = 

376. Dan: = Up? (.) ((places hand on upper portion of neck)) Right here. = 

377. C1: = ((copies what Dan does on her own neck then raises eyebrows and nods)) = 

378. C2: = Mmhmm ((turns and faces Dan)) and what’s it called? 

379. Dan: xxxx ((talk quietly and places hand on neck)) a nake I mean a ((looks down 

at board)) that’s this  

380. C2: ((points to board)) First letter. 

381. Dan: xxxx ((continues to motion to neck and talk quietly)) 

382. C2: N::: ((point to Dan’s board and gives phonemic cue) 

383. Dan: xxxx ((continues pointing to neck, faces board, and talks quietly to himself)) 

384. C2: Ne::: 

385. Dan Yeah neck! = 

386. C1: = [There you go!] 
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387. C2:    [Yeah there you go!] 

388. Dan: Neck neck ((points to the correct item on the board)) 

389. C2: There we go! 

390. Dan: Really take this off? ((begin to mark board)) 

391. C2: Yes, you can take that one off too. 

392. Dan: ((marks item correctly)) 

393. C1: All right. 

394. C2: All right. 

395. Dan: ((points to picture on board)) Wait! Say this is one right here. 

396. C1 and C2: ((laugh)) 

397. C1: You want to say that one? 

398. Jim: ((coughs)) 

399. Dan: xxxx no ((continues facing down and pointing at item)) 

400. C1: It has to be the luck of the draw. 

401. C2: ((laughs)) 

402. Dan: Right ((continues to point to picture)) right. 

403. C2: I’m gonna give you a hint ((laughs)) it’s not that, ((moves hand back and 

forth toward herself then reaches to Dan’s board and point to the picture he’s 

focused on)) it’s not this one. 

404. Dan: ((continues pointing to picture on board)) I know. 

405. C2: The next one. 

406. C1: ((laughs)) 

407. Dan: I know ((talks quietly to himself)) 

408. C2: Okay listen. ((points to ears)) 

409. Dan: Tens. 

410. C2: You use this, 

411. Dan: ((look up at C2)) 

412. C2: To hear. ((point to her ear)) 

413. Dan: What? 

414. C1: Oo:: what do you use to hear? ((taps on her ear)) 
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415. Jim: ((moves closer to his board and begins to mark item)) 

416. C2: What body part do you use to hear? 

417. Dan: Here! ((points to item on the board))  

418. C2: Yes perfect! 

419. Dan: ((continues to look down and point to picture)) Right here. 

420. C1: What do we call that? 

421. Dan: Ear. ((point to his ear)) = 

422. C2: = [Yeah!]  

423. C1:    [Nice.] 

424. Dan: Ear! Is that it here? ((point to picture on board and looks up at Jim)) 

425. C2: Yes, that’s an ear and you can peel it off. ((demonstrates marking item mid-

air)) 

426. Dan: Okay ((looks up at Jim)) xxxx ((talks quietly to self and marks item on 

board)) (.) ((points to item on board)) This one here is xxxx. 

427. C2: ((laughs)) I know you really want to pull that one. 

428. Dan: xxxx ((looks down at board and talks quietly to self)) 

429. C2: Okay you use this body part to, pick up things and write. 

430. C1: ((turns to Jim and pantomimes picking up things with her hand)) 

431. Dan: ((looks up and faces C2)) What now? 

432. Jim: ((moves forward and begin to mark item on board)) 

433. C2: You use this body part to pick up things and write with. ((pantomimes 

picking up and writing with hand)) 

434. Jim: ((marks the correct item on board)) 

435. C1: ((nods)) 

436. C2: Good job Jim. 

437. C1: Good Jim! 

438. Dan: xxxx ((talks quietly to himself)) 

439. C1: ((faces Jim)) You’re pretty good at um bingo. 

440. Dan: xxxx ((hovers pointer finger over pictures on board)) 

441. C1: There you go! What do we call that? 
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442. Dan: ((begins to mark item on board)) xxxx a hand ((holds hand out and fans 

fingers and speaks softly)) = 

443. C1: = ((copies Dan’s gesture)) = 

444. C2: = yup hand = 

445. Dan: = Hands. = 

446. C1: = Nice. = 

447. Dan: = Hands  xxxx see ((marks item and points to item on board)) 

448. C2: Okay. ((looks down)) You use this to eat with, and to chew. =  

449. Jim: ((hangs his head down then looks up at C2 as C2 speaks)) 

450. C1: ((gestures bring food to mouth with spoon)) 

451. Dan: = And chew. 

452. Jim: ((reaches over to his board and begins marking item)) 

453. Dan: ((points to item on board)) Right here. = 

454. C2: =Yup! What’s that called? 

455. C2: ((open mouth and shows teeth)) 

456. Dan: A tee ((points to teeth)) = 

457. C1: = Mmhmm. = 

458. C2: = Mmhmm = 

459. C1: [Yeah!] 

460. C2: [Perfect!] 

461. Jim: ((marks item on board)) 

462. C2: Oh ((looks over at Jim’s board)) [I think,] 

463. C1:                   [Jim,] 

464. C2: Someone has gotten bingo a long time ago. ((laughs)) 

465. C1: ((faces Jim and laughs)) Jim, you had bingo a long time ago. 

466. Jim: ((looks down toward board)) 

467. Dan: xxxx ((continues looking at board, then marks item on his board)) 

468. C1: ((faces Jim)) You have to sa:::y,  

469. Jim: ((lifts head and looks at C1)) 
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470. Dan: xxxx have xxxx ((continues looking down at his board and points to the 

items he’s marked on his board)) 

471. C1: ((brings lips together to mouth word and points to face)) (.) Bing::  

472. Jim: ((looks up then faces C1))  

473. Dan: ((looks down at his bingo board and speaks quietly to himself))  Yeah yeah. 

474. C2: ((laughs)) You have to say it /when they’re all/ when you get all of them in a 

row ((reaches over and points at Jim’s board)) 

475. Dan: ((continues speaking quietly to himself, looking down, and points at his 

board)) Okay yeah. 

476. Jim: ((scratches head))  

477. C1: ((looks at Jim)) That’s the best part. 

478. Dan: I have one here ((points at his board)) [and there.] 

479. Jim:       [Bingo.] 

480. C1: There you go! 

481. C2: Jim said bingo! ((faces Dan and points to Jim)) 

482. Dan: xxxx ((points to Jim)) 

483. C2: You have a bingo too, you can say it too. 

484. C1: Bingo! 

485. Dan: I have it too. ((looks down and points at his board))  

486. C2: Yeah, you had a double bingo. ((points to Dan’s board)) 

487. Dan: xxxx ((talks quietly, then points to the picture of the knee on his board))  

488. C2: All right /I’ll/ I’ll draw that one just for you. ((looks for picture and laughs)) 

489. C1: ((laughs and faces Jim)) He really wants that one. 

490. Jim: ((looks at Dan’s board)) 

491. Dan: xxxx ((continues looking down at board and talks quietly)) 

492. C2: All right, um I’ll give it a tricky clue though. 

493. Dan: xxxx ((points to another picture on his bingo board)) 

494. C2: ((faces Dan)) So when you go to the doctor’s office he uses his little hammer 

((imitates motion with hand)) and it makes /your/ your leg kick. 

495. C1: ((copies C2’s hand gesture))  
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496. C2: He hits this body part, ((repeats hand motion)) 

497. Dan: xxxx ((points to picture of the knee on his bingo board)) right here.  

498. C2: Yes! 

499. C1: ((laughs)) 

500. C2: Yeah, what is that called?  

501. C1: ((turns to face Jim)) He goes,  ((taps knee with hand)) 

502. Jim: ((reaches to mark item on board)) 

503. Dan: He goes xxxx ((looks down at board, points to picture, and talks quietly to 

himself)) 

504. C1: What is that called, Jim? = 

505. Jim: = [Knee] ((marks item on board)) 

506. Dan: [Nay] xxxx ((talks quietly to himself)) =  

507. C2: = knee 

508. Dan: Knee knee! 

509. C1: The knee. 

510. Dan: ((points to picture)) Yeah the knee ((marks item on board)) That’s right 

knee. That’s good. 

511. C2: All right good job guys! 

512. Dan: xxxx ((talks quietly to himself)) What was this one? ((points to another 

picture on bingo board)) 

513. C2: ((turns and faces Dan)) Okay. 

514. Dan: The back? = 

515. C2: = Yes, that’s the back. And can you guess what this one is? ((points to 

picture)) 

516. Dan: Okay ((marks another item on the board)) xxxx (.) Right there ((points to 

chest)) 

517. C2: Starts with a C. 

518. Dan: Yes, a C? ((looks down and points to a picture on the board)) 

519. C1: ((turns to Dan and smiles)) 

520. Jim: ((looks down)) 
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521. Dan: Let me see. ((talks quietly to himself)) (.) Let me see /right here/ right here? 

((points to a picture on his board)) 

522. C2: ((turns to C1)) What’s a good clue for that one? 

523. C1: You’re heart. 

524. Dan: = oh heart! ((points to his heart)) 

525. C1: It’s not your heart, though. ((taps her heart with her hand)) 

526. Dan: Oh yes, it’s what it is? ((copies C1’s motion)) 

527. C1: /It’s in your/ ((places hand on chest)) you’re heart is in this. = 

528. Dan: = yeah xxxx ((talks quietly to himself)) 

529. C1: What do we call like the surface right here? ((taps chest with hand)) 

530. Jim: ((raises head ad cranes neck to look at Dan’s bingo board)) 

531. Dan: ((does not look up and points to picture on his board)) Right here? = 

532. C1 and C2: = Mmhmm 

533. C2: ((continues to turn and face Dan)) Where the arrow’s pointing. 

534. Jim: ((looks down)) 

535. Dan: xxxx 

536. C1: ((turns and faces Jim then smiles and turns and faces Dan)) Starts with a ch:: 

((gives him phonemic cues)) = 

537. Dan: = Ch:: ((repeats phonemic cue)) 

538. C2: ((writes phonetic cue on Dan’s bingo board)) 

539. Dan: Ch::: ((repeats phonemic cue)) (.) I think xxxx ((points to picture)) 

540. C1: (.) It’s you’re chest. 

541. Dan: Chest! Chest. = 

542. C2: = Yes = 

543. C1: = Chest = 

544. C2: = Chest there you go. = 

545. C1: = Mmhmm. = 

546. Dan: ((begins to mark item off his board)) 

547. C1: Very goo:d! ((turns and faces Jim)) We have two winners at bingo! You 

wanna pull it off Jim? 
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548. Jim: ((reaches forward toward board)) 

549. Dan: xxxx ((talks quietly to himself)) 

550. C1: That last one. What does that say? 

551. Jim: ((marks item on board)) Chest. = 

552. C1:  = [Chest!] 

553. C2: =  [Mmhmm!] 

554. Jim: Chest. 

555. Dan: That’s good. That’s good. 

556. C1: ((looks at Jim)) And then there’s this kind of chest ((places hand on chest)) 

but then there’s also like a, chest of drawers.  

557. Dan: xxxx ((looks down and continues pointing at items on his board)) 

558. C1: It can get confusing. ((smiles at Jim)) 

559. C2: ((looks at Dan’s board and points to an item)) Remember /that one/ that one’s 

ear and this one’s knee. 

560. Dan: Oh xxxx ((continues to point to pictures)) That’s right, that’s right. 

561. C1: ((faces Jim)) The worst is when a doctor comes in, = 

562. Dan: = Yeah, xxxx ((looks down and talks quietly)) = 

563. C1: = And takes that cold stethoscope ((taps chest with fingers)) and puts it on 

your chest = 

564. C2: = mmhmm = 

565. Dan: ((looks up)) = Yeah xxxx  

566. C1: ((hand remains on chest)) And you’re like ((makes shocked sound)) it’s cold! 

567. C2: ((laughs)) 

568. Jim: ((maintains eye contact with C1, hangs his head down, and then briefly 

closes his eyes)) 

569. C1: ((turns behind her and throws away trash)) It’s cold! 

570. Dan: Ya xxxx  

571. Jim: ((lifts head back up and looks at C1)) 

572. C1: ((grabs a picture dictionary from the counter behind her and flips through it)) 

I don’t know if there is /a body/ a body part thing in here. 
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573. C2: ((looks at Dan)) If you want ((moves Dan’s communication book in front of 

him)) you can compare these pictures ((points to bingo board)) with yours. ((points 

to Dan’s communication book)) = 

574. Dan: = Ya xxxx 

575. C2: ((flips through Dan’s communication book)) (.) Yeah see it’s right here. 

((repositions communication book to show Dan the pictures)) 

576. Jim: ((lifts his head and looks at C2)) 

577. C2: It looks different. He has a shirt on ((points to picture in Dan’s book)) 

578. Dan: ((turns to face C2)) Right here ((points to picture)) like this one? 

579. C2: [Yeah this one.] 

580. C1: [Oh here we go] ((continues to flip through picture dictionary book))  

581. Dan: ((continues pointing to pictures)) xxxx and there’s 

582. C2: Where is it on the board? 

583. Dan: Right here? ((point to picture on bingo board)) 

584. C2: = Mmhmm 

585. Dan: Right there ((continues pointing to picture on bingo board)) 

586. Jim: ((looks at Dan’s board)) 

587. C2: And then 

588. Dan: xxxx here ((points to picture on board)) and then here what is this ((point to 

picture in his communication book)) 

589. Jim: ((looks at the book C1 has)) 

590. Dan: (.) And then this one here xxxx same. Uh you got it I think xxxx. ((talks 

quietly and points to picture in his communication book)) 

591. C1: ((yawns and places picture dictionary on the table)) 

592. Jim: ((lifts his head up and looks directly in front of him, then hangs his head 

down and appears to close his eyes)) 

593. Dan: ((looks at C2)) xxxx some some xxxx /the heart/ the heart. ((point to 

pictures in his communication book)) 

594. C1: = Mmhmm ((nods head)) 

595. C2: = right ((nods head)) mmhmm 
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596. Dan: ((looks at C1)) That’s right 

597. C1: So that’s a good one to have in [there]  

598. Dan:                [Yeah] 

599. C1: In case your heart ((taps heart with fingers and turns to Jim)) = 

600. Dan: = Right ((looks at C2)) = 

601. C1: You feel like your heart or your chest is hurting. 

602. Jim: ((lifts head and looks at C1)) 

603. Dan: xxxx ((looks down)) 

604. C1: And you would definitely want to tell somebody. = 

605. Dan: = Yes yeah! = 

606. C2: =Mmhmm ((nods head then closes Dan’s book)) 

607. C1: All right Dan, do you want to put a check? ((draw a check in the air with the 

marker, uncaps marker, then hands it to Dan))  

608. Dan: Huh? 

609. C1: By bingo? 

610. Dan: ((rises from chair)) Okay. 

611. C1: ‘Cause we completed bingo. ((extends hand holding marker to Dan)) 

612. Dan: ((stands up and begins to move toward the written agenda)) Okay. 

613. C1: ((continues to hold marker out toward Dan)) Here you go. 

614. Dan: xxxx ((looks around then accepts marker)) 

615. C1: There we go. Just like on number one but. ((scratches neck)) 

616. Dan: Right here? 

617. Jim: ((turns body to look at Dan)) 

618. C1: Uh huh! (.) Perfect! = 

619. C2: = You got it! 

620. C1: All right Jim, can you read /what we’re/ ((grabs marker from Dan)) what’s 

number three say? 

621. Jim: ((looks toward the written agenda)) Dealing with emo:tions. ((turns and 

faces group)) 

622. C1: ((nods head)) 
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623. Jim: ((looks down)) Dealing with emotions. 

624. C1: ((nods head)) Yeah! Dealing with emotions. 

625. Dan: ((sits back down)) Okay xxxx ((talks quietly)) This is good. ((taps picture of 

the knee on his bingo board)) 

626. Jim: ((looks at Dan then looks down)) 

627. C1: ((smiles at Dan)) 

628. C2: That knee, is that your favorite body part? ((point to picture of the knee on 

Dan’s board)) = 

629. Dan: = No, no, no, no! xxxx ((turns and faces C2)) 

630. Jim: ((looks at Dan)) 

631. C1 and C2: ((laugh)) 

632. C2: You keep pointing at it! 

633. Dan: ((smiles)) I know but. ((turns toward written agenda posted on wall)) 

634. C1: Dan, do you have a favorite body part? 

635. Jim: ((looks at C1)) 

636. C2: ((laughs)) 

637. Dan: (.) ((continues looking toward written agenda)) Oh I don’t know. ((looks 

down at his bingo board)) = 

638. C2: = Is that /your/ your favorite body part on yourself? ((places hand to chest)) 

639. Dan: N::no 

640. C1 and C2: ((laugh)) 

641. C2: I see people talking about that now, they talk about their favorite body part 

on themselves. ((points to self)) 

642. C1: ((laughs)) 

643. Jim: ((looks at C2)) 

644. C2: ((points to Dan’s board)) I was wondering why you were so, = 

645. Dan: = No. = 

646. C2: = Distracted by the knee. = ((laughs)) 

647. Dan: = Yeah no. 
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648. C1: ((looks at Jim)) All right so we’re gonna talk about, dealing with emotions. 

((looks at the rest of the group)) = 

649. Dan: = Okay. 

650. C1: What um oh ((rises from chair and walks away from group)) sorry I have a 

little feelings board today. ((rummages through bag)) 

651. Jim: ((looks at C1)) 

652. Dan: xxxx ((talks quietly to himself and moves away bingo pieces)) 

653. C1: Once I got it. ((searches away from group)) 

654. Dan: You got it! ((moves bingo pieces aside)) 

655. Jim: ((hangs head down)) 

656. C1: ((begins to sit back down and places feelings board on the table)) So I have 

this board, 

657. Jim: ((lifts head up and looks at board)) 

658. C1: And I thought /we could/ we could all ((points to feelings board)) point to the 

one that we feel today. ((scoots chair closer to table))  

659. Jim: ((faces C1)) 

660. C1: ((turns and faces Jim)) Jim, I feel like you are, ((points to sleepy picture on 

board)) this one. 

661. C2: ((laughs)) 

662. Dan: xxxx ((pulls board to him)) this one? 

663. C1: ((laughs)) 

664. Jim: Sleepy. = 

665. C2: = Yeah. 

666. Dan: ((turns feelings board toward himself)) Wait a minute. 

667. C1: ((faces Jim and smiles)) Is that how you feel today? 

668. Jim: ((looks down)) Yeah. 

669. C1: You seem a little sleepy. Did you sleep okay last night? = 

670. Jim: =  ((looks at C1)) Yeah. = 

671. Dan: ((looking down)) = Good! = 

672. Jim ((looks down)) I slept alright. 
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673. C1: ((turns and faces Dan)) What about you, Dan? = 

674. Dan: = Hmm yeah ((points to picture depicting happy on board)) I’m pretty, that 

one. 

675. Jim: ((looks down)) 

676. C2: Happy? = 

677. Dan: ((continues pointing to picture depicting happy)) = Happy.  

678. C1: [Pretty happy.] 

679. Dan: [Yeah] 

680. Jim: ((lifts head and looks at feelings board)) 

681. C2: I was nervous ((points to picture on board)) it looked like you were pointing 

to mad.= 

682. Dan: = xxxx no. ((taps picture depicting happy)) 

683. C2: For a second. ((laughs)) 

684. Jim: ((continues to look toward Dan and the feelings board)) 

685. C1: I don’t think I’ve ever seen Dan mad. 

686. C2: ((laughs)) 

687. C1: Do you get mad Dan? 

688. Dan: Some /some/ sometimes. 

689. C1: What do you get mad at?  

690. Dan: Oh xxxx sometimes I wanna know tell somebody, =   

691. Jim: ((looks down)) 

692. C1 and C2: = ((nods head)) = 

693. C1: = Mhmm. 

694. Dan: And then xxxx ((crosses arms to chest)) 

695. C1: Kinda like frustrated probably 

696. Dan: xxxx ((talks quietly)) 

697. C1: Yeah. I’m feeling this one right now ((reaches toward Dan and taps picture 

depicting hungry on board)) 

698. Jim: ((looks at feelings board)) 

699. C2: Oh no I was definitely looking at that. ((points finger in the air)) 
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700. Jim: ((looks over at the board)) 

701. C2: Me too ((taps picture)) 

702. C1: Feeling pretty hungry ((turns to Jim and taps stomach)) = 

703. C2: = Yeah. ((lifts board to Jim)) 

704. C1: I didn’t have as good a breakfast as you did.  

705. Dan: You didn’t? 

706. C1: (.) A lot of people right now are feeling this one ((taps picture depicting sick 

on board)) 

707. Jim: ((hangs head down)) 

708. Dan: What’s that? ((looks down)) That’s xxxx 

709. C2: Oh, right here. ((points to picture on board)) 

710. Dan: Right here? 

711. C2: ((moves board closer to Dan)) Can you read right here? 

712. Dan: Right here? 

713. C1: What’s in his mouth? 

714. Jim: ((raises head and cranes neck to look at feelings board)) 

715. Dan Oh! ((moves hand to mouth)) He’s got a xxxx I know what it is ((points to 

picture)) = 

716. C1: = Mhmm you do know. ((closes the community communication book on the 

table and pushes it to the side)) 

717. Dan: Yeah xxxx heart some some ((touches head)) and ((points to picture)) xxxx. 

718. C1: ((writes an F on the whiteboard)))) Starts with an F. 

719. Dan: F and F ((looks at board)) 

720. C1: It’ll tell you if he has a, ((points to whiteboard)) 

721. Dan: Uh uh, 

722. C1: ((writes the word fever on whiteboard)) 

723. Dan: Uh fever 

724. C1: Fever! Mmhmm 

725. C2: ((nods head)) 
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726. C1: ((looks at Jim)) Tells you if you have a fever. A lot of people are sick. ((looks 

at group)) I know three people ((puts up three fingers)) that got strep throat this 

week. = 

727. C2: = [Oh no!] 

728. Dan:  [Oh no!] 

729. Jim: ((looks at group)) 

730. C1: So /I’m like/ I’m like ((makes an X with arms in front of her)) stay away 

from me.= 

731. Jim: ((looks at C1 and softly laughs)) 

732. Dan: = yeah 

733. C2: ((laughs)) 

734. C1: I’m not trying to get strep throat. =  

735. Dan: = No, no. ((shakes head)) = 

736. Jim: = Hm 

737. C1: ((laughs)) So got gotta make sure which ((put finger up)) that reminds me we 

didn’t do our ((rubs hands together)) hand sanitizer today 

738. Jim: ((looks down)) 

739. C2: I’ll grab it ((rises from chair)) 

740. Dan: What? 

741. C1: Our uh ((rubs hands together)) Germ X 

742. Dan: ((stands up)) I’ll go get it. 

743. C2: Oh thank you, Dan! 

744. C1: Can you can you get it [right there] ((points in the direction of the hand 

sanitizer)) 

745. C2:            [Right over there] ((points and sits down))  

746. Dan: ((looks around)) 

747. C2: ((points)) Right over there by the water bottle. 

748. C1: ((points)) The, 

749. C2: Straight ahead 

750. C1: ((points)) The Germ X. 
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751. Dan: Hu::h? Where is it? 

752. C1: ((points)) The green bottle.  

753. C2: To your right. 

754. Dan: Yeah right there. 

755. C1: There we go. = 

756. Dan: = There we go. ((walks toward table and places hand sanitizer in front of 

Jim)) yeah you’re right you should have it there. 

757. Jim: ((grabs hand sanitizer and uses hand sanitzer)) 

758. Dan: The Germ X. 

759. C1: We all need some, huh? = 

760. Dan: = Yeah no. ((looks at hand and rubs fingers together)) Yeah, you need it.  

761. C1: ((grabs hand sanitizer)) All right. ((passes hand sanitizer to Dan)) 

762. Dan: ((remain standing)) Just put a little bit. 

763. C1: There you go. ((passes hand sanitizer to C2 then rubs hands together)) (.) Rub 

it together. 

764. C2: ((laughs)) 

 

 

 


